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The gold rush of 1858 on the Fraser River led to a rapid influx of miners and settlers in the 

Cariboo region of British Columbia. Mining communities grew rapidly, and were popuiated 
d 

: mainiy by British colonists, but a large number of American gold seekers also entered the 

; region in the Md-nineteenth century. This thesis examines the social organization and cultud 

i institutions of the colonial settlers of the Cariboo, from the discovery of gold, to the early 
I 

j twentieth century when many gold rush communities were waning. In the 1860's. these 
f 
; communities quickly developed social institutions reminiscent of Home, whic h for many 
i 
1 

i settlers was Britain. Their amateur theatre productions, and their interest in staging and 

: watching British-inspired drama demonstrated their need to establish cultural markers of 

civilization. Glee clubs, church institute reading and the literary institute also demonstrated 

the cultural baggage of the settlers. Yet the American influence in the Cariboo was 

unmistakable, and it led to the development of many varieties of entertainment, not necessariiy 

considered legitimate or respectable, but lauded by Caribooites nonetheless. By examining the 

Cuiboo's newspaper, The Cariboo Sentine! (published from 1865 to 1875), and lookuig at 

letters, journals and smail publications by Cariboo settiers, this thesis traces the history of 

society, culture and enter thent  in the Cariboo. The newspaper's effort to sustain the belief 

that the Cariboo communities would be permanent, civilized, and respectable settlements, and 

the miners' pleas for amusement, mark the unique cultural milieu of the region. While miners 

were perhaps desperate for any entenainment at al, their ready acceptame of ail types of 

performance, regardless of their legitimacy or origin, is notable. Out of the conditions of the 

gold rush, a cultural frontier developed that reflected the particular needs and desires of 

British and American miners in the new colony of British Columbia. Today, theatre is still 

viewed as an indicator of gold rush society at the recreated townsite of Barkerville in the 

Cariboo. Just as theatre indicated comrnunity permanence for the settlers of the mid- 

nineteenth century, theatre is used in the present to understand the communities of the past. 

Stage, saloon. and myriad other entertainments cm thus be viewed as avenues to 

understanding gold rush society. 
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Introduction 

In 1858, gold was discovered on the Fraser River. The effect of this discovery was to 

irrevocably change the character of what would become the proMnce of British Columbia. The 

decade foliowing the discovery brought a heavy inaux of miners into the central interior. which 

joiaed Vancouver Island to become the colony of British Columbia in 1858.' The Cariboo region, 

as the central Uiterior became hown, was the site of rapid socid development as its population 

grew. Up to 31 a00 miners may have uiitially arcived in the colony although not al l  of them 

remained; at the height of gold production in 1863, about 4000 people were living in the 

Barkendie region.' Comrnunities grew out of isolated mining outposts in the Cariboo, and these 

communities, buih upon gold finds, "wrought a new society."' Sociologist S.D. Clark suggests 

that the "phenomenal rate of growth. the character of the population ... the high mobility of those 

engaged in mining, and the isolation of the area from the outside world gave to the gold-mining 

society a distinctive ~haracter."~ The communities of Cariboo were cenaialy distinct. Stanley, 

Quesnelle Forks, Van WWe, Ader  Creek, Richoeld, Barkerville and Cameronton formed 

rapidly and catered exclusively to miners (see Figure 1.1). Towns that were initially fiontier 

outposts for bachelors on the way to the gold fields grew into commW1ities with rich social 

'RO bm Fisher, Contact and Conflict: indian European Relations in British Columbia, 
1776-1 890 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1977), 96. 

*~avid Ricardo WiUiams, "The Administration of Criminal and Civil Justice," in Law and 
Justice in a New Land, ed. Louis A. Knafla (Toronto: The Carswell Co. Ltd, 1986), 217. 

'~ordon R. Elbot, Barkerville. Ouesnel and the Canboo Gold Rush, 2nd Edition 
(Vancouver: Douglas & MCIU~YR, 1978). 3. 

"S. D. Clark, The Develoaia~ Caoadian Communitv, 2nd Edition (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1968), 8 1. 



Out of necessity and a sense of urgency at the prospects of great wealth, settlements grew 

rapidly in the Cariboo and the settlers who remained after the gold rush strove mightily to ensure 

the permanence of their communities. The dedication to settlement and to community 

permanence is indicated in the rich performaace history of the region. The extent and popul;irity 

of cultural pursuits in Cariboo reflect the cultural and social development of briefly prosperous 

mining communities on Williams Creek. The ability to provide cultural performances was a 

marlcer of community prospenty, progress and perrnanen~e.~ Gold rush society was also 

distinctive due to its formation and population. Theatre historian Michael Booth postulated that 

the unique character of early theatricals in Canada came from the environment, and was "ail the 

more marked in a community which, Wre Barkervilie, was closer ... to the pioneer spirit of the 

 est."' This pioneer spirit, presumably comparable to the grand western frontier upon which 

Frederick Jackson Turner's fio ntier thesis hinged, led to the distinctive cultural develo pment of 

gold rush society. The CYiboo's frontier society developed from the conditions of the gold rush, 

This thesis concem itsell specincaily with culture and entertainment in Cariboo. 
For more complete histories of the gold rush, covering aspects of mllüng society and gold niiMig 
itself, see: Richard Thomas Wright . Barkerville: Williams Creek. Cariboo (Duncan: Winter Quarter's 
Press, 1993); Art D o m ,  m o n  Road North (Surrey: Heritage House Publishing, 160-1993); 
Lorraine Harris, Barkervüle: The Town mat  Gold Built (Surrey: Hancock House Publishers, 1984); 
Gordon R Elliot, Barkende. Ouesnel and the C&o Gold Rush (Vancouver: Douglas & 
McIntyre, 1978); Fred W. Ludditt, Barkede  D a ~ g  (Langley: Mitcheli Press, 1980); Margaret 
Ormsby, British Columbia: A History (Vancouver: MacmiUaa Company of Canada, 1958); Bruce 
Ramsey, Barkendie: A G w  to the Fabuus Ca rh~o  Gold Camp (Langley: Sunfire Publications, 
1987). While this is not a complete list, and some of these histories are sketchy at best, they give a 
sense of the area and the magnitude of the Cariiboo Gold Rush, and many contain helpful maps and 
photographs of people and places. 

6Douglas McCdum, "Barkerville Theatre in Contes: A Case Study in our Theatrical 
Past" (MA thesis, UBC, 1981), 129. 

'~ichael R Booth, "Pioneer Entenainment: Theatrical Taste in the Early Canadian West," 
Cananian Literature 4 ( S p ~ g ,  1960): 58. 



and a cultural frontier developed out of those same conditions. 

The cultural perfomances of the Canboo were dissimilar from other developments in 

Canada, arguably because the conditions of the Erontier and, of mming' society, were unparalleled, 

but studies of minhg camps in the Pacinc Northwest generally have also noted the rapid cultural 

growth of rnining cornmunities. Lyle Schwarz, in his thesis "Theatre on the Gold Frontier," 

argues that theatrical development in Amencan mining camps was a frontier phenomenoa, rather 

than a product of one t o m a  In Culture on the Moving Frontier, Louis Wright argues that the 

"rapid inaux of population, the extraordmary number of educated and literary perso m... and the 

immense wealth released ....A combined to accelerate the development of civiiization on the 

California frontieC9 He goes on to dehe  this civilization in terms of literary growth, theatricd 

development, education -- in other words, the development of culture on the Arnerican frontier 

was npid and syrnbolued civilization. "With books and music, civilkation was on the way."" 

The British Columbia frontier, as Barry Gough defines it, "was a British imperial frontier - 

a counter fiontier ...p ropcted from London and Victoria in respoase to Muences and pressures 

fiom neighbouriug frontiers." l1 While the character of British Columbia in generai, and the 

Cariboo region specifîcally, was similar in some ways to the character of the Amencan tiontier. 

Gough points out that London provided the power aad the unity to the British Columbia fiontier: 

"British Columbia would be influenced by geographical features ... but the British role ... undertaken 

'~yle Allen Schwarz, 'Theatre on the Gold Frontier: A C d ~ d  S tudy of Five Northwest 
Mining T o m ,  1860- 1870" (PhD dissertation, Washington State University, 1975), 1. 

g~ouis B. Wright, Culture on the Moving Frontier (Bloomjngton: Indiana Press. 1955), 
153. 

'%id., 134. 

'~BW M. Gough, "The Character of the British Columbia Frontier," BC Studies 32 
(Winter 1976-77): 38. 



to counter American influences, also shaped the character of. ..society emerging .... "lZ 

Gold rush society in British Columbia shared some characteristics with the Pacifie 

Northwest, such as isolation, rapid development, wealth, and perhaps an inherent instability due to 

the conditions of the gold rush. In terms of cultural development, they also shared some 

charactenîtics, such as a rapid theatcical development, a desire to ease loneliness and to define a 

cultural milieu in an isolated setting. Certainly these characteristics were a product of a society 

which needed leisure to combat the harsh nature of mining Me. Schwarz, in his examination of 

American mining societies, points out that minhg was hard work, and that w hen miners took t h e  

off, leisure was pursued düigently.l3 Clark suggests that during periods of leisure. miners tended 

to give themselves up wholly to play: "the temptation to enjoy life to the M tended to be 

over~helming."'~ Wright argues that this need for culture. besides its role as a source of 

amusement, came fiom a determination to recreate a stable social order with traditional amenities, 

to combat the "aoarchistic and disintegrahg forces" of the fi~ntier.'~ 

As a result, Cariboo society was heavily influenced by both the American frontier and by 

its British colonial statu. This meant that the cultural development of Cariboo was ais0 

iduenced from two directions. Cariboo society was, like Victoria, trying to be more British than 

the British by mllnicking an idealized culture -- a British mode1 of entertaioment, comprised of 

British cornedies, mebdtamas, farces, and sentimental dramas. Gold msh miners and settlers tried 

to capture Britain in their cultural performances in C a r h o  and it is most noticeable in the 

121bid., 40. 

13schwan, 52. 

"'Clark, 82. 

' m g h t ,  132. 
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amateur society, the Cariboo Amateur Dramatic Association. in addition to symbolizuig home for 

the largely British population of the Carho. British cultural events also symbolized respectable 

civilization on the fkontier. 

Ahhough the colony prided itself on this notion of British society aiid tried to emulate it. 

the cultural influence of the United States during this period is uamistakable. While the settlers of 

the Cariboo tried to capture Britain by performing English drama, reading British magazines, and 

singing sentimental English ballads, variety hall entertainments such as aûnstrel troupes, 

professors, magicians, and Hurdy Gurdy girls were gainuig ground. Popular drama, iduenced by 

British farce and British music hail variety shows, but developing a singularly American slant, was 

becoming a serious contender for the stages of the frontier towns. In this sense, then, Cariboo 

society was a gold rush society with a British colonial core of what might be considered 

respectable entertainment, but also with a heavy Arnerican auence  and a desire to see aoythuig 

"cultural"-- leadmg to r growing acceptance of the less legitimate (American iduemed) theatrical 

fare. 

Many Americans who fancied themselves as cultured, and who felt that the middle and 

upper classes nerded a senous (read: legitimate) art fom, looked to Britain for their mode1 as 

well, and Schwarz suggests that the typical Amencan theatre-goer watched plays of British origin 

in theatres that were "proudly tendered by local editors as a fvst class symbol of civic progress."16 

Legitimate performances were thus of British origin both in the United States and in Cariboo. as 

opposed to lighter popular fare perfomed on lesser stages. Notably, it was the character of 

mining society which prompted the iighter offerhgs, and led to the growing industry of popda 

entenainment. Miners on the Amencan frontier, then, were intluential in the growth of popular 

L6~chwan, 292. 



drama, which in turn influenceci mining society's theatricai preferences in Cariboo. 

The cultural innuences of Britain and of America can therefore be seen as CO-operative, at 

various stages. American-influenced entertainment and British theatricals could and did CO-exist 

but they were meant to be directed at different audiences. British-inspired legitimate theatre was 

deemed liigh' or respectable culture, whereas popuiar theatre, low' culture, was h e d  at crowds 

of supposedly less discriminating miners. The results in the Cariboo were that less legitimate 

performances were given more legicmiacy due to a lack of anyihuig else. There simply were not 

enough stages to make such complete class-based separations, and anyone in t o m  might go to 

aaything that promised cheap entertainrnent. Furthemore. the stages and performers were not 

able to do justice to fidl length productions of Shakespeare or Sheridan. Gold rush towns in the 

Cariboo took what they could get, and the separations between legitimate and popular theatre 

were less dehed than in other Pacifîc Northwest communities. in the process of establishg 

comrnuaicy and encouraging cultural performances Caribooites accepted many types of 

entertainment and in this rnanner, they lepitimized some forms of popular entenainment. Cariboo 

audiences were enjoying forms of entertainment which nad traveiied from San Francisco, through 

Victoria, and which were coasiderably less reminiscent of Home. They were accepting more 

variety in place of respectable British culture, and it was accepted because in such isolated 

communities, anythuig was welcome. 

The result was a different approach to cultural performances in the Cariboo. The reasons 

for wanting culture were simüar in some ways to the reasons Amencan min@ towns might have 

wanted cultural development: to symbolize permanence and progress as weii as, of course, to 

simply entertain the rich and the lonely. Yet, the h e  between legitimate theatre and popular 

variety and vaudeville was more vaguely drawn. Even with d thek references to Bcitaia, the 
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notion of lesitirnate drama was compromised rather heavily in the performances of the Cariboo. 

This is not to Say that the variety style. minstrel and magic shows were not worthy forms of 

entenainment. 1 categorize them as popular' for the ease of definition, and in the tradition of 

those before me. Variety perfomances served a valuable purpose as we shall see but they were 

not the British ideal that Cariboo settlers k e d  to think they were mimiclgig. 

Peter Bailey has written extensively on leisure and recreation in England from 1830 to 

1885, and he argues that while social commentators and sociologists have recognized leisure as a 

significant cornponent of Me, "it is an area whkh until recentiy has been greatly neglected by 

historiaas."" Bailey asseris that leisure is an important element of social experience. "whose 

history is of. ..imponance ai the broder exercise of reconstructing the kind of He lived by 

ordinacy people."18 This thesis concerns itself primady with stage spectacles such as theatre 

shows, magician or music shows. and other cultural performances. Banquets, bilüards and 

celebraiions of holidays are &O dealt with as they pertain to community identity and to the 

cultural milieu of the Cariboo region and clearly aii of these events do not occur on-stage. Thus, 

whüe Bdey places his discussion of spectacles, music halls, 'free and easies' and some theatre 

under the deEinition of leisure, 1 have chosen to use the t e m  culture, entertainment(s). and 

popular and legitimate 'performance', iostead. The tem theatre is used when a theatre stage is 

king discussed, or when the performance in question is specif'ically a play. But beyond the 

distinctions in terminology, Bailey's assertions thrit entertainment (or, leisure) illustrates the 

particular needs of a society, and that culture is key to understaadhg community developmenr, 

"~eter Bdey. Leisure and Class in Victorian Eneland: Rational Recreation and the 
Contest for Controi. 1830-188s (Luadun: Routkdgr: & Kzgau P a 4  19781, 1. 



are ceasonable and very relevant to this thesis. 

Bailey suggests that leisure has been largely ignored by historians, although he makes a 

good case for its inclusion as an area of social history. In the case of the Pacific Northwest and 

; the development of a theatrical tradition, there have been some important works produced but 

there have also been substantiai gaps in the literature deahg with cultural events or theatricals, 

particularly in British Columbia's gold rush society. The difnculty in categoriziug the literature in 
1 

this field lies in the points of focus. Available literanire includes books and theses about Amencan 

; gold nish theatre that exciude British Columbia, social or general histories of the Cariboo region 
1 

that fail to isolate the importance of specinc cultural developments, and works on Canadian 

theatre history and on Canadian, British and Amencan theatrical developments on a broad scale. 

Culture, goid rushes, and theatre history have all been dealt with separately but, siive for a few 

exceptions, these points of focus have not ken conaected in meaningful ways. 

An abundance of literature e k t s  on American gold nish society and mining communities. 

Lyle Schwarz's thesis deals with theatre and culture on the gold frontier and Louis Wright, Joseph 

Gaer, Ahce Ernst and Edmond Gagey have al contributed to the body of üterature on the cultural 

development of California and Oregon during and after the gold rush. Schwarz's work is 

important as it portrays the beginnings of theatre in minllig camps rather than in larger outposts, 

and his thesis concentrates on camps that were isolated, but were &O part of a collection of 

communities "offeriog a diverse market for trouping entertainers ...."lg San Francisco is given a lot 

of attention for its theatrical development, particularly by Gagey and Gaer, and this provides a 

usefid context for hter developments m Cariboo. 

Other iiterature exists on the Cariio gold rush but focuses on aspects of mining and on 
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the economic and industrisil importance of Cariboo. When Cariboo society is mentioned, the 

coatea is that of saloon halls, the odd dance-hall entertainment and gambling, but the importance 

of culture in creating a gold rush community is not analysed or expanded. Informal works by 

Gordon Elliot, Art Downs and Lorraine Harris, and social history such as Isabel Besco by's 1932 

thesis on Cariboo society, are useful but they do not situate Cariboo culture within a broader 

context? 

Some work has been done on theatre in the British Columbian interior, but it has tended to 

dismiss the importance of popular entertahnents, relynig instead upon legitimate theatricl. 

Michael R. Booth wrote a series of articles in the early 1960s. for example, that dealt with theatre 

in British Columbia and, specificaiiy, in Barkenille. He asserts that a study of theatre history in 

Canada is "&O a study of the social Me and cultural needs of an expanding population," and he 

acknowledges that the "insatiable desire for dramatic entertainment" was a striking feature of 

early colonists in British Columbia." Yet Booth also argues that "the population of BarLerville, 

lacking any thge of Victoria's sort of culture and social aristocracy, was quite content with pure 

'entertainment'."" The problem with Booth's d.iscussions of frontier theatre in Cariboo lies in his 

insistence that amateur fare was not sophisticated and was, therefore, less important. He 

dismisses the amateur productions and the travehg popular productions as pure entertainment, 

wMe he deems the British farces and other lepitirnate performances produced Ui communities 

further south to be inherently more valuable. Booth's approach to the cultural history of 

2 0 ~ e e  my foomote 5, in this introduction, for a kt of social and general Cariboo histories. 

ZIMichael R Booth, "The Theatre Royal, Barkerville, British Columbia," Pa&c 
; Nonhwest Ouarterlv (July 1960): 97; and Booth, "The Beginnmgs of Theatre in British 
Coiumbiii," Oueen's Uuartwiy 66 (Spring 1961): 158. 

1 

t P~ooth,  "The Beginnings of Theatre in British Columbia," 165. 
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Barkerville ignores the importance of po pular theatricals. He denies t hat popular and amateur 

entertainments could have much significance beyond viscerai enjoyment. 

Booth's neglect of facets of popular culture in the Cariboo had an effect on later 

researchers. Schwarz achowledges that he excluded Barkerviie as a .possible site for his study of 

five mining t o m  because, according to Booth in part, "Barkervilie typitied the inaccessibility of 

British Columbia gold camps; the journey to it from New Westminister was five hundred miles, 

and there were no potential audiences dong the way. Craig Clinord Elliott's thesis, " Amah of 

the Legitimate Theatre in Victoria, Canada fkom the Beginning to 1900," also avoids an in-depth 

discussion of popular theatre, while crediting Booth for previous work on the history of the 

theatre in Victoria. Elliott seemingly foliowed Booth's lead in chronifling the activities of 

legitimate professional companies. rdther than the activities that were "conducted only [my 

emphasis] by amateurs. "ls 

The dismissai of Cariboo's legitimate theatrical tradition, by Booth in panicular, is 

problematic because in comparbg Carho's legitimate entertainments with those of Victoria or 

San Francisco in the mid-1800's, the numbers and the quaüty of the Cariboo's shows were quite 

dismal. This is because the content of the Cariboo's theatncah has been directly compared to 

larger outposts, rather than king situated within the context of a unique, and more isolated, 

colonial frontier. Thus the conditions of a nonhem interior gold rush society, where less 

legitimate entertainments played an important m le, have been dismissed. 

A thesis on Barkenrille's Theatre Royal by Douglas McCallum provides a more spedic 

"schwarz, 3. 

%aig CliEord Ellion, "Aonals of the Legitimate Theatre in Victoiia, Canada from the 
1 Beginning to 1900" (PhD Thesis, University of Washington, 1969), ii and 1. 
1 

1 
i 



study of cultural development and commuaity progress in the Cariboo. McCallum connects the ? 

theatrical traditions of Barkeniue to the ethos of Cariboo miners. His work is useful for its focus i 

1 on community progress and for his more detailed discussion of the plays and play scripts that the 

Cariboo amateur association tackled. As a specific look at the community's connection to its 
I 
: theatre, McCaNurn's thesis provides the most detailed information on Cariboo culture. As 

i Schwarz fails to make the co~ectioas between American mining culture and Cariboo culture, 

1 
i however, so McCallum fails to connect the ethos of Caribooitcs to a larger context of gold rush 
I 

1 theatre in the Pacific Northwest. 
t 
! 

t Chad Evans has written the most thorough literature on frontier theatre, and particularly 

on British Columbian frontier theatre history. His book, titled Frontier Theatre: A Historv of 

Nineteenth-Centurv T h e a t r i c w e r t m t  in the Can- Far West and Alaska connects the 

theatre history of the Cariboo to other developments in the Pacific Northwest, and furthermore, 

Evans deals extensively with legitimate and popular entertainments. He ahso separates American 

and British influences in the Cariboo, and is perhaps the first scholar to have situated Cariboo's 

cultural frontier within the context of British Columbia, but also w i t h  the context of other gold 

rush theatrical developments. E v m  discusses tiontier theatre, and Cariboo culture, in terms of 

its American content and also in terms of the f&g Jines of legitimacy. 

Theoretical perspectives that have been useful include Lawrence Levine's book 

BrowLow Brow, a fascinating examination of cultural hierarchy and of the wisdom of the split 

between legitimate and popular culture. He suggests that early nineteenth-century culture was not 

segregated, md that it became segregated in the United States in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century. While the central tenet of his book is debated in this thesis, his discussion of 

how and why it is difficult to segregate high and low culture is valuable to this work Finany, 
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other cultural theorists such as Homi K. Bhabha, and Bill Ashcroft et. aL's The Embire Writes 

Ba&, provide insight on colonial mimicry and the culture of settler colonies. This literature can 

be co~ec t ed  to the Cariboo region, which was a tme settler colony. 

The problems, then, in looking at both legitirnate and popular gold rush entertainment, 

focusing on the Cariboo, and connecting it to a wider context of community and cultural 

development, are that previous works have dismissed one aspect or another. Booth, the tirst 

historia- to research Caribuo theatre until McCallum and Evans, concluded that Barkendie was 

home to a brief and not particularly sophisticated amateur theatre, and he dismissed the intluence 

of popular entertainment. Histories of Cariboo do not focus on theatre and cultural performances 

but iostead highlight the poetry of James Anderson, the hurdy damers, and the Cariboo Amateur 

Dramatic Association without rmuig in the bluiks and without analysing the importance of 

specifc cultural events to the formation of gold rush society. Social histories, personai 

reminiscences and anecdo ta1 histories of the Caciboo provide stories and de td  without 

appropriate andysis. And, those authors that have concentrated on American frontier theatre, 

such as Schwarz, Emst, or Gaer, have done so without comecting American mining 

entertainment to anything else. 

The co-operative nature of legitimate aad illegitimate theatre was not limited to the 

Cariboo. The combination of influences on mining society led to a panicular cultural 

development in the Cariboo, but arguably a similar blend of English stock shows and dance hail or 

variety performances were found in American mining communities. The aspect of Cariboo culture 

that is most compelling is that eveo m sulWig to munit the British Empire, this northem British 

colony was heaviiy Muenced by American developments. The United States became a major 

factor in the culturai development of Cariboo. WMe these fonns of entertainment were 



considered less legitimate, particularly in larger centres such as San Francisco and Victoria, 
1 

1 Cariboo audiences readily accepted an amalgamatioo of legitjmate theatre and American- 

1 
1 infïuenced variety fare, and both f o m  were hamessed to the notion of community progress and 

permanence. 

In their efforts to create stable communities in Cariboo. institutions, associations and 

dramatic groups moved away frorn a colonial culture emulatiag home to a new cultural frontier of 

1 many intluences. But theatre relied upon economic prosperity for its s u ~ v a l .  as did many other 

l 'industries' in gold rush society, and with the end of the gold rush. Barkendie's cultural 

development waned. This is particularly tragic when we c m  see how intently miners and settiers 

] were trying to establish permanent progressive commuaities. The idea that Barkende had "ail 
1 

1 the elements of a permanent community" was one that couid not long outiive the gold rush? The 

i faltering attempts to keep communities such as Barkerville, Stanley and Richfield dive were not 
t 

1 enough, and by 1940 drama and other cultural performances were found mainly in Quesnel, Wells. 

] and Prince George. Small muiuig communities that had ihnved 50 years earlier disappeared, and 1 
1 their theatre associations, glee clubs and mhstrel troupes died with them. 
1 
1 

1 t 

Yet the importance of theatricals to the development of Cariboo comunities has not been 
1 

4 

i forgonen. Staff of the recreated t o m  of Barkerviîle. now a hentage site and tourist attraction, 
1 

use drama to explain goM rush society and CO create a fictive community that may resemble the 

Barkerville of 1870 (and beyond). The coatmued use of theatre, in the present, to 'interpet' the 

history of the area, illustrates the lingering importance of theatre as a medium for understandhg a 

community. The history of the Cariboo gold rush is therefore stii l bemg told through cultural 

peiformances, and theatre remains an important backdrop to understanding gold rush society 

*The Cariboo SentmeI September 4 1869,Z. 



1 today. lust as theatre indicated 'communiiy' for the tesidents and miners of the Cariioo in the 
4 

mid-nineteenth ceniury, theatre cm be used in the present to understaad communities of the past. 

Theatre and related entertahments are used to provide a feeling of community identity (through a 

shared dramatized put) to coatemporary audiences. The Barkerville heritage site selectively uses 

culture and performance today to create a sense of individual and collective identity for audiences 

and tourists, just as the nineteenth-century settlers of the Cariboo relied upon culture to form a 

collective community identity. Theatncals and other spectacles in the Cuiboo were important 

markers of community stability, and they provided societal organization for people longing for 

civiljzed society. The eagerness of settlers and miners to patronize a wide variety of cultural 

1 peformances tek  us much about the accoutrements and culturai institutions that gald rush rocicty 
1 
1 

relied upon to create a new home on British Columbia's goM rush frontier. 1 
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Chapter One 
The Cariboo Frontier: Mimieking "the pleasures of civiiization. " ' 

Gold rush society in the Cariboo was characterized by an orderhess, and a desire for 

social organization, that contradicted the typical image of the frontier as Frederick Turner and 

others have dehed it. Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Secretary of State for the colonies during the 

gold rush, perceived the settlers on British Columbia's frontier as wild and transient, and he 

described frontier society as crude, which it very Iikely was compared to his British home.' In the 

United States, Turner's frontier thesis postulated a society which bred individualism and 

desecrated social order. The portrait of a lawless West, populated with men caMng a niche in a 

wild land, has persisted and yet, according to Louis Wright, the "anarchistic and disentegrating 

forces of the frontier" met an opposing force in many communities, a detemination to recreate a 

stable social order in the ~ilderness.~ It is these attempts, in the United States but also in British 

Columbia during and after the gold rush, that explain the development. of culture and the rapid 

growth of theatre and other related entertainments. The fiontier described by S. D. Clark, 

populated with self-interested men of an undisciplined character, greedy for gold and uninterested 

in social relationships, was contradicted in British Columbia's interior by men (and some women) 

who quickly estabiished social institutions rerniniscent of more stable societies? The 

'The Canbao Sentinel October 6 1869.3. 

See Barry M. Gough, "The Character of the British Columbia Frontier," BC Studies 32 
(Winter 1976-77): 28 - 40; and Ray Men Bellington, America's Frontier Heritaq (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1966), 1-22. 

'~ouis B. Wright, Culture on the Movin~ Frontier (Bloomington: Indiana Press, 1955), 
132. 

4 ~ .  D. Clark, The Develoomn Canadian Community, 2nd Edition (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, I968), 82. 
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introduction of British social and cultural institutions in Cariboo countered the fiontier that 

Turner and others have described, and elements of permanent civilaed societies sprarig up that 

contradicted the images of disorder and instabdity. Douglas McCallum suggests that in a sense, 

the fiontier was merging with the propriety of established Victorian society, and he adds that in 

Barkerville, citizens yearning for Victorian society were trying to lose something of the 

stereotyped character of a frontier mining town by displayhg their stability through cultural 

p~rsuits.~ 

The Barkende-published newspaper, The Cariboo Sentinel, made every effort to display 

and to encourage the perception of a stabie society of miners. In an editorial titled "Social Aspect 

of Cariboo" the newspaper proudly assened that: "We very much question if there cm be found in 

any mining camp ... so many marks of refinement or fadties for ...imp rovement as may be found on 

William creek, Caribo~."~ The author suggests that with the term minhg camp there is associated 

the idea of a rough, uncouth population, yet in Barkendie, citizens rnight point to hstitutions 

such as the library, schooi, churches or theatre and "last but not least, the standing monument of 

civilization, the jail" as examples of "civüized enterprise."' The article, like many others published 

between 1865 and 1875, tried to substantiate signs of civilization and progress in Barkerville. The 

rapid population growth, the rigours of mining Me, and the harsh isolation of the fkontier were 

countered by efforts to establish stable communities, reminiscent of Home. 

Isabel Bescoby argued in r 1932 thesis on Cariio society that Cariboo saw itself as an 

outpost of civilization, a perception that iduenced settlers to adopt or mimic characteristics of 

5~ouglas McCaUum, "Barkervine Theatre in Context: A Case Study m our Theatrical 
Past" (MA thesis, UBC, 1981), 146. 

%e Canboo Sentinel, September 13 1668,2. 

'fiid. 
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orderly, established socKties.8 Cultud performances were arnong the steps taken in the direction 

of demonstrating stability. These efforts were simiiar to those in American mining camps: 

culture, bo th in the United States and in Cariboo, played a role in the transition fiom male inining 

societies to more stable communities "with genuine prospects for social, artistic and inteilectual 

developments.'" Minllig society was mching toward respectability by using legitimate theatre 

and other cultural performances to stabilize and enrich life on the frontier.1° Community 

performances, dances, and banquets were fok against frontier conditions. The isolation and the 

instability of mining society increased the desire to bring stability to the northem interior, and this 

desire in part explaias the cultural developmeat of gold rush frontier society. 

The rapid population growth and the nature of the miaing industry made stable social 

organjzation difncult." It was, however, precisely because the frontier was utab le  that the 

effort to create cultural beacoas of civilized society was so pronounced in Cariboo. Hopefbl 

prospector James Neiles wrote a diary as he travelled up to the Cariboo, and noted on May 24, 

1862: 

This moming we ked a Royal Salute ...in honor of Our gracious 
Queen's birthday - We are loyal (sour?) In BC + intend celebrating 
this day by a tramp of some miles ... it is the best we can do .... My 
thoughts have been of home and friends and ail the happy times 1 
have had on former 24th .... .I reaily feel sorry for some 1 see here. 
They are ... nearly done out -.12 

%abel Besco by, "Some Aspects of Society in Cariboo from its discovery until 1 876" (BA 
thesis, UBC, 1932),4,3 1. 

t y k  Men Schwarz, "Theatre on the Gold Frontier: A Cultural Study of Five Northwest 
Minhg T o m ,  1860- 1870" (PM) dissertation, Washington State University, 1975), 290. 

12hmes Willison Nelles, "Diary, 1862" (May 24, l862), Barkerville Archives. 



As with other miners, Nelles found the Cariboo to be "the hardest look& place 1 ever saw" but 

he and his cornpanions dealt with the conditions by remembering the celebrations and the music of 

Home; later down the trail, Nelies sang "Rule Britannia'' for the mule train as he passed them. 

In order to best mimic Home, which for many miners was Britain, and in order to create a 
J 

%ivilized' social order, Caribooites established cultural offerings ranging from masonic lodges. 

literary and church institutes and glee clubs to an amateur theatre association. Cariboites 

established community and fiateniity through such institutions, and in social events such as 

dinners, balls. and Christmas and May Day celebrations. Their efforts to establish community 

permanence and asuage lonehess are reflected in the wide variety of cultural events. As 

boo Sentinel asserted, "Men do not k e  to be perpetually isolated, however well they may be 

doing, From the pleasures of ~iviazation."'~ Thus celebrations of every British holiday were held, 

and dances and musical concerts were comon. A Grand Musical Entenainment by the Cariboo 

Glee Club was held in September 1865, and according to the Senthel, the programme had "ken 

made out with great care and the pieces selected ... evince both iaste and judgemeat. The 

entertainment will be largely patronized by the ladies for w hom reserwd seau wil be provided. "14 

Two years later Mrs. Parker, a member of the CADA and of the Glee Club, invited "her friends 

and the publict' to a "GRAND B W AND SUPPER at her new house, Barkede.  on 

SATURDAY EVENING NWCT.... Tickets - includhg Supper, $5." '' These types of 

entertainment warded off loneliness and they were advertised in the Sentine1 between ads for 

other entenainments, such as saloons. dances, billiards, and bowling. ' 

Cariboo Sentinel, October 6 1869,3. 

l4 nk: Cariha Seatmel. Septembcr 23 1365,3. 

Sentinel, June 20 1867,2. 
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In Ashcrofi, literary evenings and music recitals became popular as the community became 

more settled in the late 1800's. As in Barkenrille, these cultural pursuits were popular with the 

social strata of the "better class" who looked for ways to improve their social life, according to 

Ashcroft historian Brian Belton.l6 With the feeling of permanence in the community came an 

increasing desire to improve the quality of entertainment by offering tastehil rniddle-upper class 

amusements. 

The communities in Cariboo wanted to be known for transplanting the legitimate 

entertahments of British society to the frontier. The Theatre Royal in Barkerville was decorated 

for a bd in aid of the theatre association in 1869 and in the centre of the ballroom. "the fonn of 

the British Crown appeared, and underneath a large banner inscribed with 'God Save the 

~ueen'."" As with most of the events in the Theatre Royal. references to the monarch served as a 

reminder of the society left behind and perhaps as a hrither example of the society which the 

community aimed to create in interior British Co lurnbia. 

The Cariboo miners' joyous celebration of the Queen's birthday reflected their nostalgia 

for home and their allegiance to the British Empire. In 1866, the newspaper proclaimed that: "it 

must be t d y  gratdjing to out 'Royal mother' to know -- and she undoubtedly will know - that on 

this...day the h g  of 'Old England' floated peacehilly in the breezes of this remote corner of Her 

empire - the f a r - f d  Cariboo...."" Three years later, loyalty to Engiand had not abated: "the 

celebration of the Twenty-fourth implies. ..attachment to our national institutions.. . .And we have 

some reason to be proud of our nationaliiy .... Wherever our people go they cany with them 

 r ri an Belton, A History of Ashcroft: The First 100 Yeats (Ashcroft: Village of 
Ashcroft, 1986), 17. 

anboo Sentinel, July 17 1869,3. 

Sentinel. May 28 1866-2. 



Christianity and cidhation, and the sun never sets upon the Queen's dominioo~."~~ 

Repeated references to home are found on the pages of the Sentine1 and the songs and the 

plays that appeared in the Theatre Royal were full of sentimental accounts of king separated 

from home, a broad theme which appealed to the isolated miners? Reverend T. Derrick, one of 

many Cariboo settlers who tried to esiablish respectable society through cultural pursuits, gave a 

lecture on Maniiness in December of 1868. Derrick, a Methodist, argued the bible's imponance 

to manliaess and to literary institutions, but he concluded his speech by saying that "keeping fiesh 

in our mernories the recollection of home and its associations was one of the great helps to 

mmhess .... The love of home and mernories of childhood were incentives to manliness. The rev. 

gentleman haiiy concluded by reciting The old, old, Home' ...."2' 

The nostalgia for the old, old home was a sentiment of the middle class who sought to 

create stability through legitimate and orderly entenainments in Cariboo. Homesickness itself, 

though, was not limited to the stage, nor to middle-class colonists. Many of the would-be miners 

who travelied to Cariboo searchg for gold expressed their homesickness in letters and in diaries. 

These men expressed longhg for family but many of them also indicated that they missed their old 

commuities, or that they longed for a more civilized society. James Thomson, ongindy from 

Scotlaad, traveiied to Canboo from his home in Canada West. in a letter from Williams Lake to 

his wife in July of 1862, Thomson wrote, "Volumes would not contain all the thoughts 1 have of 

Home and the loved ones there .... 1 somehes wonder how I ever came to leave a kind and 

*?he Cariboo Sentinel, May 22 1869,2. 

*'chad Evans and Barkerville staff, "Outhe For Historic Theatre at Barkede" 
(Barkenrine Archives, n.d.), 16. 
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affectionate wife and ai l  that the hem of man could desire of a family to sojoum in this land? 

He later added: "Mary, 1 reaily hardly know what to think of this country ... 1 cannot Say much 

about Victoria, but for this upper country if it were nothmg else than mosquitoes and bad water 1 

would never think of settling here to Say nothhg of bad roads and poor so~iety ."~ After Thomson 

had given up and headed for home, his brother-in-law Amon Armstrong wrote, "1 hope you had a 

pleasant passage home, ... & may you long live to enjoy the Cornforts of home frknds & society 

which 1 am depriwd of?' 

Another prospector, George Blair, kept a aiary, and dong with expresshg his longing for 

home, he lamented the "great deal of garnbüng and drinking carried on by the lucky Miners...."" 

Blair was also quick to point out recognizable institututions of stability and of civilkation. He 

noted that "There is a Meothest[sicJ and an English churches here also an Hospital there is a 

Liaby[sic] attached to the EngBh Church the terms is five dollars a q~arter."'~ These letters and 

documents demonstrate a longing for home, but also a distaste for the rougher aspects of frontier 

Me. Lyle Schwarz suggests that members of minhg communities orangized themselves precisely 

to combat the "isolation and enoui" that these documents, in part, reflect." Homesickness 

spurred on their efforts to re-create Home on the gold rush fiontier through cultural events; the 

 a am es Thomson, For Friends At Home: A Scottish Emierant's Letters From Canada, 
Califomia and the Cariboo 1844-1864, ed. Richard Arthur Preston (Montreal: McOiU-Queents 
University Press, 1974), 302. 

%Won Armstrong in Thomson, 33 1. 

%eorge Blair, Diary (February 17 1862-December 29 l863), Barkerville Archives, 65. 



audiences in Cariboo could vicariously joumey tome' through theatre? 

The mining population centered in and arouod Barkervüle contained many British and 

Canadian middie-class men who wanted to "devdop a measure of legitimate theatrical 

respec tabüity w hich would be in accord with their.. . backgro~nd."~~ Their residency in Cariboo 

intluenced the development of a structured society which viewed Bntain as the mode1 of 

respectable culture. Furthemore. as Isobel Bescoby elaborates, the hmediate effect upon 

newcomers was "homesiclmess and deterioration of finer character. The great contrast between 

rough conditions of nonhem British Columbia and their old homes encouraged men toward 

dissatisfaction with their present 10 t . Their dissatisfaction, combiwd wit h  the^ backgrounds, 

had a major intluence on the development of cultural pursuits. 

Cariboo society was afKected by isolation but the rough conditions of the frontier also 

produced "enthusiastic comradeship of men, intemal solidarity of the group...."" Their 

backrouads and their need for instututions of progress and markers of civilization, combined with 

this solidarity, led to cultural events which reflected these tastes and desires. Evans concludes 

that fratemity in the face of isolation was an important reason for the formation of societal 

institi.1tions Iike the theatre, the Caledonian society, and the iiterary iastitute. But "ovemding rhis 

was the desire for petmanency, of social purpose in a fiontier mithg town that, ai fxst. held some 

promise of enduri~g."'~ 

U~c~a. l lum, 38. 

"chad Evans, Frontier Theatre: A History of Nineteenth-Century Theatrical 
Entertainment in the Canadiaa Far West and Aiaska (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1983), 92. 

'%escobY, 1%- 156. 

3LIbid., 131. 

32~vans, Frontier Theatrg, 103. 



While some men returned to the seat of ciMlization, the legitimate theatre and other 

cultural pursuits of Cariboo represented the cultural baggage and transplaoted values of those 

settlers who remained and who envisioned the Cariboo as a çivilized outpost of the British 

Empire. John Bowron, a member of this class of Cariboo men, was the librarian for the Cariboo 

Literary Institute, and the postmaster in BarkeMUe." He was involved with the Cariboo Amateur 

Dramatic Association (CADA) as wel. Bowron was one of a group of men who made the most 

effort to establish cultural institutions on the creek. J.S. Thompson was the president of the 

Literary Institute, and another regukr amateur actor. James Anderson. known as the Laureate of 

the Cariboo for his copious literary contributions to Cariboo society, was the vice president of the 

Literary institute." Of Scottish descent, hderson was &O involved with the dramatic institute. 

The literary institute was cornposed of practically al l  the prominent men of Cariboo, and these 

men were also instrumental in the fratemal bodies, and in the success of the amateur theatricals." 

Thus it seems that there was a core of citizens on WiUiams Creek who kept dive the culturai 

institutions which rerninded them most of civilized s~c i e ty .~~  

Although the prominent citizens lauded in the C h o  and particuiarly in the newspaper 

were usudy male, women played a key role in the development of civilized society in the 

"~obin Skelton,  the^ Cd it the Cariboo (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1980), 128. 

"~ee  Douglas McCallum, "Barkerviile Tlieatxe in Context." Robin Skelton. Thev Cal1 ii the Cariboo, 
and Richard Thomas Wright, Barkavüle. Wüliarns Creek. Cariboo: A Gold Rush Emerience, revised edition 
(Duncan: Wmter Quarters Press, 1993), for more detailed biographies of Cariboo men and women, in an 
appendix* McCallum gives brief bioipphies (when lcnown~ for the con mernbers of the CADA and this 
material dows one to ascertain the background and class of the members. The Lves and careers of 
prominent amateur performers have ben  covaed by the authm rnentioned and theu work is thus 
recommended for more extensive biogtaphicai information. 



Cariboo, and they too endeavoured to estabhh culnual institutions and community permanence. 

The amateur association had o number of women members, including iibrarian Fiorence Wilson, 

Mrs. S.P. Parker, and Emily Edwards (who later mamed John Bowron). Their names were not 

mentioned in conjunction with mostly-male organizations such as the literary institute, £ire 

brigade, and of course the masonic institute, but they were welcorned on the stage of the theatre.'? 

Women could be considered as one of the civilizing inmiences in the Cariboo, and in this capacity, 

they were perhaps as formative as the male fratemal bodies in creating a civilized and orderly 

community. Sylvia Vau Kirk asserts that women "carried on the tradition of organizing social 

entertainment," and also became involved in establishg schools and ch~rches.~~ White, British- 

bom women were associated with civilized society. They were another reminder of the society left 

behind, and ladies knt respectability to Cariboo communities by attendhg theatricals, by 

appearing on-stage, and by organiuag bah and banquets. Native women and women of üI repute 

were not in this category at dl, probably because they did aot invoke nostalgia for middle-class 

England. Male British colonists, particularly those men who perceived of thernselves as 

prominent citheas, looked to white women as markers of respectability. Adele Peny argues that: 

White women...were constmcted as civiking agents who could 
queil the disorderly masculine behaviour associated with the frontier.. . . 
They couM also, colonial promoters hoped, deter white men from 
wedding aboriginal women .... Third, white women were deemed 
necessary to make white men permanent and responsible coloni~ts.~~ 

"~yivia Van Kirk, "A Vital Presence: Women m the Cariboo Gold Rush. 1862- 1875," in 
British Columbia Reconsiderea eds. Gillian Creese and Veronica Strong-Boag (Vancouver: 
Press Gang Publishers, 1992), 28. 

14 --Mele Perry, " '011 I'm just si& of the f'cs of Men': Gender hbalance, Race, Swality, 
and Sociability in Nineteenth-Century British Columbia, "m lOY 1 O6 (Sprmg/sumrner 
1995): 32-33. 
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Thus, although white women were not given as much press as men in the Cariboo. and 

although their efforts were less frequently publicized, they were a civilking agent in the Cariboo. 

They were instrumental in the CADA, and the presence, in particular, of white middle-class 

women of British origin lent hirther respectability to gold rush society. Their presence was meant 

to keep mde colonial settlers away fiom the less civilUed aspects of the frontier, and away from 

less civihed women. 

The reading room was described in "Chronicles of Cariboo" (a literary tongue-in-cheek 

publication extolling the virtues of Cariboo) as a great porch full of books, where the men and 

women of Cariboo "assembled themselves to commune with one another and to receive glad 

tidmgs from ihe land of their fathers."' The Literary Institute served as a phce io celebrate 

Home, to read about Home, and to establish an orderly society in the wilds of British Columbia. 

The reading room offered "about 500 volumes of Choice literature, comisting of Religious, 

Scientifc, Histockal and Poetical works, and works of Fi~tion."~' For al1 the efforts of the men 

who sought to provide the people of Cariboo with intelligent reading material, an article ia the 

Sentine! of July 16, 1868 mounced the close of the reading room. This was foilowed by an 

article on August 5 showing the costs of the reading room. The Sentine! exclaimeci: 

we cm scarcely conceive a greater calamity to a community than 
retcogressive progress, which the closhg of the Reading Room would 
certainly have proved ... .The yield of our staple - gold - is on the annual 
iocrease, and our faith in the resources of Cariboo multiplyiog ddy. The 
permanency of thk location as the depot of a large district king thus 
paranteed, nothing calculated to atford amusement or instruction should 
be suffered to languish." 

%e Canboo Sentinel, May 24 1866,Z. 

O Sentinel, Juiy 2 1866,2. 

Sentine1,August 5 1868,2. 



The Literary lnstitute was re-opened d e r  the cry for help was issued. 

In addition to the Literary institute, other efforts to provide instruction and intellectual 

amusement were made. Monsieur B. Defns advertised in the paper that he would give lessons in 

French, Spanish, English grammar, and Arithmetic." Reverend James Reyaard organized Church 

htitute events because he wanted to provide a more respectable and educational amusement to 

miners than the saloon or the garnbling table. He hired the Theatre Royal in the winter of 1869- 

1870 in an effon to provide Church social events. "Five evenings a week 1 hold classes for young 

men: Monday, grammar and elocution; Tuesday, music; Wednesday.1 reserved for a son of club 

night.. . thursday, Euclid and arithmetic ; Friday, music .Il4 The Churc h Instimte held a "Concen 

and Readings" in February of 1869, led by Reynard. The Sentine1 covered the concert with the 

same enthusiasm it reserved for any cultural event which supported the hypothesis that: 

"Evewhere around us the spirit of irnprovement is raging ... Cariboo is not 'played out' yet."" Of 

the Church Institute concert, the newspaper proclaimed that "under the able leadership of Mr. 

Reynard, in a very short time Cariboo will be able to boast of a band of a very superior class .... 

the band played very sweetly, 'Home, Sweet Home' .... The members of Mr. Reynard's singing 

class sung the glee 'When hs t  1 saw thy face,' with much taste ....fi. Reynard ...p ossesses a very 

fine and wefl cultivated voice ...."" This review exemplifies the Sentinel's r e h c e  on class, taste, 

and superiority in describing good entertainment. The detiniog elements of civüized cultural 

pursuits were those which represented an orderly society. The singing of 'Wome, Sweet Home" 

'%e Cariboo Sentine1,Octo ber 7 L867,3. 

04Reverend Reynard, Excerpts fiom correspondence with Bishop Hin: Report 2, Vol II, 
1870, Barkervüle Archives, page 55. 

*'Ilie C m i o  Sentinei, May 11 1868,3. 

%e Cariboo Sentinel, February 6 1869.3. 
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is hirther evidence of the link betweea cultural eveats and a nostalgia for Home. The Church 

Imtitute concerts and readings, attended by "a respectable, though not crowded audience," relied 

on a British program of songs and recitations." 

Bescoby suggests that these characteristics of older societies were surprishg in an isolated 

t o m  like Barkervile. but she adds that the library, the church institute. and frated  institutions 

showed the Caribooites' desire for c ~ l t u r e . ~  Furthemore, the Canboo citizens' willingness to 

hold benefit concerts and bah, to raise money for charity, for instutions, or to support less 

fortunate families or miners. suggests a strong philaathropic element in the community." As early 

as 1865 the Sentine1 published an advertkement for a Charitable Benefit comprised of a 

Misceilaneous Entenainment at the Parlor Saloon in Barkerville. The benefit was for "the cfiildrea 

of the late Mrs. Winnard; the proceeds will be applied towards sending the children to a proper 

school in Victoria"so The September 1865 Carho Glee Club concert was held to raise funds for 

the Cariboo Literary htitute. Irish ballads were sung with "exquisite taste". and James Anderson 

appeared singing Scottish soags. The newspaper thanked the community for attending "the most 

creditable performance ever held in Cariboo. We were glad to notice the attendance of so large a 

number of ladies. " Miners showed their desire to reproduce the customs and surroundings of 

their old homes: concerts, bah, and benefit charities were ways to recapture the societal customs 

of the British Empire. 

o Sentinel, March L 3 l869,3. 

Q~escoby, 13-14. 

4%id., 157. 

O SentheI, June 6 1865,Z. 

o Sentineb September 30 1865,3. 
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M e r  !ire wiped out most of Barkerville on September 16,1868, the commuaity rebuilt 

rapidly and devoted itself to re-establishhg some of the cultural institutes that had given solace, 

education, and civilized amusements to gold rush society. The Sentinel lamented the loss of 

public institutions such as the library, the theatre, the Welsh C a r n b h  Hali and the Masonic Hali: 

"it is to be feared that this serious check to their efforts may have the efFect of retarding the 

progress of the order in ~ariboo."~ The theatrc: was eventually rebiult, in CO-operation with the 

Williams Creek Fire Brigade, who shared the new building with the theatre association -- a fitting 

combination since the original theatre's loss rnight have ken  prevented had the fire brigade 

existed. In the spirit of previous charitable events, a Christmas bail was held to raise money for 

the tire brigade. nie newspaper advertised the ball, which "promises to be the most successîùî 

a a i r  of the sort that has ever occurred in Cariboo. The hall is king very tastefully adomed with 

banners and ever-greens, and the attendence will doubtless be both numerous and respectable."" 

The rebuilding of the theatre, and the symbols of society that the newspaper k e d  to boast 

of such as the concerts, churches, and banquets, were aspects of stability which seem to 

contradict the wtable fkontier that S.D. Clark suggests existed during the gold rush. This relates 

back to the premise that theatre and culnue were actually counter forces. meant to combat the 

Uistability of frontier society. Rapid growth of cultural pursuits in Cariboo countered the less civil 

aspects of the frontier, and of gold rush society, that Clark and others emphasize. 

The needs of the miners of Cariboo for markers of civillled society, and for symbols of 

5% Cariboo Sentuiei, ûctober 2 1868,3. The theatre that was destroyed in the fîre had 
originaliy been the Parlor Saloon; the amateur theatre association had convened it into a theatre 
hail m 1868. Tecbnically then, the Theatre Royal, bufi after the fie, was the hst theatre 
constnicted in Barkende. See Chad Evans, Frontier Theatre 93. 
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home, manifésted themselves most promhently on the stage of Barkenille's Theatre Royal. In 

many ways, this building anchored the communityts desire for permanence, for stability, and for 

cultural pursuits. Respectable entertainments were performed by the Cariboo Amateur Dramatic 

Association, but variety shows and giee club concerts, minstrel troupes and travelling wizards and 

professors also made their way to the Theatre Royal. The theatre buiMing formed the nucleus 

around which Cariboo settlers developed a measure of "permanence and pro gr es^,"^ and thus thir 

thesis concem itself with theatre shows and related spectacles that appeared in the Theatre 

Royd Chapter Two discusses and defines the respectable entertaiments. imported primarily 

from Bcitain, that graced the stages of the Theatre Royal, while Chapter Three outlines the 

popular entertainments, Uinuenced by Californian gold rush theatcicals, that appeared in the 

Cariboo both in the theatre and also in the saloons. Chapter Four explores the fine distinction in 

Cariboo between legitimate and popular entertainment, and the cultural kontier that existed after 

Barkerville's demise. in a cornrnuniiy where any entenainers were welcome, there is r sense that 

Caribooites were loathe to criticize or avoid any form of entertainment. Thus, performances that 

were coasidered too vulgx for theatre stages in larger centres seem to have k e n  embraced in the 

Theatre Royal, perhaps out of desperation. Yet al of these fonns of entertainment contcibuted to 

the development of gold rush society, and to the "integral moving forward of the community" in 

an isolatrd region of the northern interior." 



Chapter Two 
"The attendance was oumerous and highly respectable": 

Creating Legitimate Theatre in an Outpost of Civüization.' 

For the opening night of the new Theatre Royal - heralded as a mark of progress, and an 

example of community perseverence and a cultured society - James Anderson wrote a prologue to 

the entertainment, which read in part: 

The stonn is o'er, and past the scorching gale, 
Our city stands rebuüt - tho' built in haste - 
A credit to your energy and taste. 
And here to-night, within this spacious hall, 
Built by kind labor volunteered by aii, 
We meet again - and by your beaming eyes 
You're pleas'd once more to see the curtûio rise.' 

The desire for tastefbl culture which showed the community's development and the respectable 

ad O rderly nature of the Cariboo mdested itself prominently in the poetry of James Anderson. 

Lîke the other elements of culture in Cariboo, Anderson's poerns expresseci the sentiment of a 

group of Caribooites who wished for stabiiity for the region. His poetry appeared in the 

's Letters and Cariboo Rhvmes newspaper and in a publication titled Sawnev . This collection of 

both poetry and 'letters" to a friend named Sawney in Scotland reflected the development of 

Cariboo society. Anderson captured the sentituent of the Caribooites who longed to recreate 

Home in gold rush society. His involvement with the amateur association, his contributions of 

original prose, of songs, and his role as a regukr performer in CADA productions, illuminate the 

cultural development of Caciboo in the 1860's. His contributions to the cultural activities of 

William Creek were invaluable, but his retlections upon the social activities of the Cariboo were 

' ~ h e  Cariioo Sentinel, Febniary 27 1869,2. 

 ames es Anderson, "Prologue Spoken at the Opening of the Theatre," in The Cariboo 
Sentinel. January 23 1869,3. 



also poignant and perceptive. Anderson believed that the efforts of the CADA and other 

institutions were in the name of permanence and progress. He described, in Sarney's third letter, 

the Theatre Royal as a community meeting house that: 

gies amusement to the boys 
An brings them a' thegither 
Ae nicht a week for twa short hours 
To laugh wi' ane anither 
1 dinna ken what name to gi'ed, 
A 'Play-house' ye despise, 
Wodd 'Amateur Dramatic Club' 
Look better in your eyes?' 

Anderson praised the theatre for its role in promothg fraternity for the miners, but also 

mocked the status of the amateur association, which wanted to be seen as a legitimate club, and 

not as a house of 'play' alone. The role of the amateurs transcended simple entertainment: 

amusement was king provided for a society of men who missed the standards of the British 

Empire. Anderson's contributions included poetry and songs about miners themselves, and about 

the less legitimate enterthlents in Cariboo such as gambling, and liquor and dancing Pis.' His 

involvement with the cultural institutions of the creek, however, and his praise for community 

enterprise syrnbolize the efforts of a group of citizens on the creek who saw Cariboo as a 

permanent society. 

Whüe less respectable performances were found in Cariboo (and wi71 be discussed at 

length in Chapter Three), the legitimate fare was that which was meant to showcase the civilized 

nanue of Cariboo comrnunities, and which was meant to demonstrate permanence and social 

order. Cariboo citizens did not point to their saloons or their dance hail girls as signs of cultural 

'"~xtracts fiom Sawney's Third Letter," m The Cariboo Sentinel, July 2 1868,2. 

4See "Second Letter to Sarney," m The C&o Sentinel, July 23 1866. 
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progress, but to their legitimate offeniigs. Legitimate theatre. best dehed as the respectable 

drama of the middle classes, set the standard against which aegitirnate, or popular, theaüicals 

were placed. It was often advertiîed as respectable theatre, suitable for ladies and for chüdren. In 

the United States, in British Columbia and in Ontario, the repertory for legitimate theatrîcals was 

British. In 1865, the Boise Tri-W&v Statesman boasted that: "Lovers of the legitimate drama" 

would be pleased to l e m  of "the arrivai in t h  city of a hst-class theairical troupe."' Lyle 

Schwruz has argued that in American mining camps, "repertories adhered to the famiüar pattern 

of Enghh do~ninance."~ Thus, legitimate theatricals were chaste, moral, respectable, and British 

in o n a .  Edmond Gagey points out in Th e San Francisco Sm that the American miners' tastes 

were interesting, in that they iiked tragedy, cornedy, and romantic melodramas, but they also 

appreciated Shakespeare, and the great majonty of favoured playwrights were Englis h: "the 

spectators might be rough in manners and morals, but they were also contemporaries of 

~ i c t o ~ . " '  

Class and legitimac y were inextricably connected. Theatre histo rian Alan Filewod 

separates the two types as 'low" popular culture versus "high educated culture, a structure, he 

argues, that is derived fiom historical arrangements of wealth and p ~ w e r . ~  High cuhure was 

represented by the legitimate theatre. The legitimate productions of the Cariboo were derived 

'~oise  Tri-Weeuv Statesma June 6 1865, cited in Lyle Allen Schwarz, "Theatre on the 
Gold Frontier: A Cultural Study of Five Nonhwest Mining Towns, 1860-1870" (PD 
dissertation, Washington State University, 1975). 113. 

6~chwan, iv. 

7~dmond M. Gagey, The San Francisco Staee: A History (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1950; reprint, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1970), 1 6. 

' ~ lan  Filewod, bNationai Theatre, National Obsession," m Cansidian Theatre Histoq: 
ed. Don Rubin (Toronto: Copp Clark Ltd, 1996), 43 1. 



from middle-upper class British standards of entertainment. ui this structure of high versus low 

culture, elitism sat at the top, and in Barkerville this was wted and applauded. In a review of a 

benefit production at the theatre, the gushed that: ''the audience was remarkable ... for its 

character. All the elite of Barkerville and Richfield were present, and the Chief Justice &O 

favored the performance with his presence.'" Elitism was closely tied to notions of legitimate 

drama. 

Legitimate f o m  were modelled on British theatrical forms that had k e n  developing since 

the early eighteenth century. In a collection of four volumes titied A Histon, of the En~lish 

Drama. 1660- 1900, Allardyce Nicoll chronicles the rise of theatre for the middle classes in Britain, 

a form of theatre that would ultimately reach North American stages. NicoU asserts that the 

growth of bourgeois tragedies and sentimental cornedies was due to a growing middle-class 

interest in drama: "many minds and maay tastes had to be ~atisfied."'~ In the mid-eighteenth 

century, a century before its appearance in British North America, England's theatre included 

burlesque f o m ,  farce, comic opera, bourgeois tragedies and much Shakespeare." New theatrical 

forms in Britain such as genteel cornedies " where social folly rulcd and dectation reigned" were 

~ing.'' This wide mix of comedy, tragedy, sentimental farces, and the continuhg interest in 

Shakespeare, al1 Uinuenced the North American stage, which took its cues hom Britain. 

Shakespeare was performed frequently in San Francisco on legitimate stages, aad the 

professional companies which visited Victoria could and did offer Shakespeare. Acting troupes 

%e Cmioo Sentinel, July 7 1869,3. 

"~~lardyce NicoIl, A History of the Endish Drama 1660- 1%l0. Volume I I  Early - 

Eighteenth - C e n m  DrambThird Edition (Cambridge: The üniversity Press, 1955), 24. 

l2~icolI, Volume B, 126. 



from California but &O from England perfomed Shakespeare throughout the Pacinc Northwest 

and the productions were popular. In the mode1 British town of Victoria m the 1860's, 

"S hakespearels tragedies pndominated: Hamiet was produced the most. .. . "13 Charles and Ellen 

Kean, a famous British acting couple. toured the Pacifie Northwest in 1864 and they perfomed 

Henry VI4 on opening night in San Francis~o.'~ They appeared in Victoria in November 1864, 

and left in December, "having bolstered the colonial mentality which sought to create in the Far 

West a facsimife of the civilization of 'mother' ~ngland."'~ While the Keans' engagement in 

Victoria was far more successful than they had expected, they did no t venture firther north. 

Cariboo was never witness to a Shakespearean play. Douglas McCallum argues that the amateurs 

in Cariboo wanted to perfonn Shakespeare, and that, indeed, they felt they had "the natural but 

wt the &ciai means" to perform Shakespeare; but "conside~g the prevalent modes of 

Shakespearean production ... CADA'S hancial limitations, and the expense of obtaining costumes 

a d  properties," it was not attempted.16 

The Chapman family, popular travelling actors with strong ties to Britain, appeared in 

Victoria and San Francisco and they "poured forth a prohision of plays, many of which had not 

yet k e n  seen there, Shakespeare, Engiish cornedies, old and new, the latest farcical 

successes....tt'7 Like the Chapmaas, the tragedian Edwin Booth pefomd at the Jenny Lind in 

"chad Evans, Frontier Theatre: A Historv of Nimeteenth-Century Theatrical 
Entertainment in the C e  Far West and (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1983), 7 1. 

 vaas as, Frontier Theatre3 53. 

16~ouglas McCdum, "Barkerville Theatre in Contea: A Case Study in our Theatrical 
Past" (MA thesis, LJBC, 1981), 202. 

 onst stance Rourke, Troupers of the GoM Coast: or. the rise of Lona Crabtree (New 
York: Harcourt. Brace and Company, 1928), 40. 



San Francisco and his portrayals of Othelio, Hamkt, Macbeth, and Richard III were weJl 

received." But when Booth perfonned doser to the mines, in ~acra&nto, he was far less 

successful: "Booth's anguished soundiag of tragedy was perhaps not oaly unwelcome but 

unbearable .... Men were constantiy dnfting in who had sUnered disappointment, loneliness, cold, 

hunger ....If they S U M V ~ ~ ,  if in the w m t h  of saloons and gambling halls ... they gained a new 

foo thold, the y hardly loo ked for cornfort in tragic portrayals. ' I l9  Thus w hile S hakespearem draau 

was popular in the larger supply centres, and while it represented for many the cultural dominaace 

of the English stage, it was less appreciated in minhg camps. This may also explain why it never 

appeared in the Cariboo. Miners wanted to be entertained, and the gold rush iavolved, in many 

ways, a "tearing away from old ties and traditional controls ...."'O Thus, while Shakespeare was 

found on the mining frontier, for the bst time "the British Stock...had serious cornpetition from 

other types."2' 

Nicoll argues that serious drama broke down in the late eighteenth century, and that 

farces, pantomimes, melodrmas and comic operas were reaching the height of p ~ p u l a r i t ~ . ~  He 

suggests that playwrîghts of England tried to please both the- middle-class audiences and also the 

"People of Quality? This resulted in new fucical elements in British dracnas, as cm be seen by 

"S.D. Clark, The Develoaine Canadian Cornmunith 2nd Edition (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1968), 82. 

21~ouis B. Wright, Culture on the Movine Frontier (Bloomington: Indiana Press, 1955), 
128. 
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the popularity of Buckstone's melodramas, and the comic operas and dramas of British origin that 

were popular in Cariboo in the mid-nineteenth century. Melodrama's popularity was widespread. 

The term was appüed originally to serious plays with musical accompaniment, but melodrama was 

also imbued with spectacular settings, an "excess of artiflcial sentimentalism, ... hopelessly 

unnatural poetic justice and the general air of pathetic rn~rality."~ Melodramas were ofien 

considered legitimate and respectable, particularly temperance melodramas k e  Ten Niehts in q 

Bar-Room. but also melodramas such as Under the Gas- by Boucicault or Ladv of Lvons and 

Richelieu written by Sir Edwvd Bulwer-Lytton. British-boni. Buiwer-Lytton was Secretary of 

State for the colonies but he was also a popular playwright and novelist, arguably best lcuown for 

the line "It was a dark and stormy night."* Richelieu and Ladv of Lvons were widely performed 

in California and in Victoria, but were too spectacular for the Cariboo's stage. As with 

Shakespeare, the amateurs did not have the people or the technical ability to stage the shows. 

While melodrama was English in origin, some "wild west" melodramas were written in the 

United States. Frank RahiU points out in The World of Melodrm that early touring companies 

travelling through mioiag communities performed imported English melodrama, but the gold rush 

led to a rise in Amencan-created rnel~dramas.~~ Uncle Tom's Cabin borrows fiom British stock 

melodrama, but it is American in ongin; similatly, Ten N@ts in a Rar-Room is American. The 

gold rush m the United States certainly had an inauence over what was initially a British form. 

Overall, although rnelodrma was not perhaps "intellectually respectable," its moral tones and 

"~icon, Volume Ui. 98. 

 r ri an Belton, A Historv of Ashcroft: The First 100 Yem (Ashcroft: Village of 
Ashcroft, 1986), 45. 

26~rank Rahill, (University Park and London: Pennsy1vania State 
Press. 1967), 237. 
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subject matter made it somewhat suitable for legitimate stages? Its aura of morality made it a 

'popular' but legitimate form. 

Uncle Tom's Cabb was a popular and, by ali accounts, spectacular melodrama, described 

as a heartthrob drarna by Alice Ernst in  trou^ in the Ore~on Co-? Uncle Tom shows, 

versions o f  the original melodrama, toured widely through the United States and even to Victoria, 

but never to the Cariboo. Even in their less spectacular f o m ,  the Tom shows required a lot of 

people and props and this may be why they did not appear north of Victoria. 

Comic opera suc h as The Watennan by Charles Dibdin was popular in Britain and &O in 

the Pacitc Nonhwest a century later. Richard Sheridan, who wroie sentimental comedies such as 

School For Scandal, had a heavy idluence on Engiish drama and his work was performed in 

Victoria and in the United States in the late 1800's. School For Scandal was wt perfonned in 

Cariboo, probably because of the numben it would require, its length, and sets. It was performed 

by professional companies in San Francisco. While plays performed by American and B titish 

professional companies, and by the amateur association in the Cariboo, were chosen for their 

amusement, and while the materiai seems to have been light-hearted, the favoured authors were 

British and the setthg of most of these plays was England. The C b e v  Corner, advertised and 

described as a "domestic drama", is set in "the Chandler's Parlor, Still Waters Run 

De@ is set in a British drawing room. J.M. Morton, Taylor, Dibdin, Matthews, and Buckstone 

were al1 British authors writing comedies and farces, which appealed to amateur associations 

because they were easier to stage, but they were legitimate performances. 

 lice Henson Ernst, Troupm~ In the Oteggn Country: A History of Frontier Theatre 
(Portland: Oregon Historicai Society, 1961), 21. 



McCailum points out that these popular authors were w r i ~ g  plays that the "young British 

democracy" found ~atisfjing.'~ In his thesis titied "Barkerville Theatre in Context," he analyses 

the relevence of comic drama ni the Canboo and explores the roles of fortune and gold in the 

theavical repertory and in the lives of Caribooites. Dramas deahg with Home, with fortunes 

made and lost, and with comic romance, were popular and McCallum attempts to tie their 

popuiarity to the concept of protean man and to the ethos of miniag sockty. He also gives some 

plot synopses and detailed c haracter analyses that he ties to the codes and values of Caiboo 

miners. The plot descriptions are particularly helphil in understanding what was enjoyed by 

Cariboo audiences, and in separating farce firom melodrama and from moraildomestic dramas." 

Io hiF th& on legitimate theatre in Victoria in the same period, Craig Clinord Elliott calls these 

plays "Enghh cornedies" and it is clear that while they were popular, that is, weli received by 

audiences, they were not in the same realm as the illegitimate variety shows that Elliott also 

Tom Taylor dramas were popular in the Cariboo. The CADA perfomed the "Laughabk 

ve" on May 1, 1869 (Jikely adapted fiom The Ticket of Lea Farce of A Ticket of Lea ve Man, or . 

else mis-named) and Still Waters Run Dee , the openhg show in the new Theatre Royal on 

January 16, 1869. J.B. Buckstone's farces were king performed in the United States and in 

Victoria during this period and his dramas were &O pop& in Barkerville. The CADA took its 

%ee McCall~m, Chapter 4: "Dramatic Repertoire in the Context of Popukr Myth," 198- 
254, in "Barkenrille Theatre m Context." 

''craig Clifford EIliott, "Annals of the Legitimate Theatre in Victoria, Canada from the 
Begjnning to 1900" (Più) &senatiron, L'nh?:rjnty of Washington, 1969), ?. Note: the word 
"Popular" is used to dehe illegitîmate theauicals, but in the context of legitimate theatre, it is 

, used as a descriptive word only. 
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cues from other cornmunites, and performed Buckstone's A Kiss In the Dark and The Roueh 

Diamond, both popular productions on Victoria's legihate stages. These dramas were all 

advertised on the pages of the Sentinel. Some were described as "laughable farces", others as 

domestic drmas or as petite comeâiettas or comic farce. The emphasis was certaialy on 

amusement, and the performance selections seem to have mimicked the iighter selections of 

legitimate companies touring Victoria and the United States (see Figure 2.1). 

Aithough Nicoll believes that the rise of cornic drma and farce spoiled what wouid have 

ken good theatre, and he argues that farce was designed to attract the less fashionable spectators 

of the British theatre, this material was still legitirnate fare, and the rise of these forms in England 

led to the eventual rise of similar theatre in North America. San Francisco, Victoria, and 

Barkendie ail staged legitimate theatricals whifh came from Bntah's repenory of the early 

nineteenth century. The burlesque elements of the British stage, and the mix of comedy and 

drama, managed to meet the needs of the middle class while remaining popular with the "People 

of Quality." It was those that fmcied themselves as fitting into the categories of quality and class 

who sought to recreate this theatrical atmosphere in Cariboo and Victoria. 

Legitimate performances, "as good as any in the colony" as the paper asserted, gave the 

gold rush population a semblance of pennanency and eased the rigours of fkontier minmg 

The founding of the Canboo Amateur Dramatic Association (CADA) in May of 1868 was 

instrumental in creating this stability m Cariboo society. "In an outlandish place like Cariboo," 

one btter writer argued, "...wbere recreation of an intelligent character is so scarce, ...g reat praise 

is due to, and a great object wrought by any one producing an amusement both cheap, interesthg 

'%e Cariboo Sentinel, Cktober 6 1869,3. 



Figure 2.1: Cornparison of 

1 Cool As a Cucumber William Blanchard Mar& 1852 1 Jerrold 1 

Legitimate Theatre Productions 

1 A Kirs in the Dark J.B. Bucinone I 1 1851 

Play 

The Rough Diamond Buckstone I I 
Loan of a Lover 

Author 
(if known) 

Jarrus R. Planche 1850 I I 

San Francisco 

Bombastes Furiosa I January 1 85 1 
(Furioso) 

l nie Waterman l Charles Dibdin I 

Sti11 Waters Run 
DeerJ 

Tom Tayior 

1 Poor Piliicoddy I J.M. Morton 

The Vermont Wool 
Dealer 

Slasher & Crasher T. & IM. Morton 1850 r - 1  I 
I Ail mat Giitters 1s T. & $.M. Morton 1851 

Not Gold 1 1 

Cornelius A. Logan 
( American) 

I The Limerick Boy James P i l e  I I 

185 1 

Victoria I Cariboo I 
1874 (Phelps Co.) 

1864 (Wwd), 1868 January 9 1869, 
(Mui i ; l l l l rn  ICi i l fw  

1 860 (Chap man) 
L 862,65 (Ward) 
187 1 

1860 (Chapman March 27 1869; 
February 12 1870 - 

July 3 1 1 869 
CADA 

1862 December 3 1 1869 
1864,1868 ' 1 

p. 

1862 (Beli-Potter) November 13 1869 1 CADA 1 



Figure 2.1, Continued: 

Black-Eqned Susan Douglas William 1850 1 Jenold 1 

Nan, the Good for adapted from 
Nothing 1 ErbyR. 

The Rying I William Dunlap or 185 1 
Dutchman E. Rtzball 1 

1852 1860, 
1861 (Robinson) 
1868 (Marsh) 

(The) Lady of Lyons 

1860 (Porter), 
1865 (Ward) 

Edward Bulwer- 
Lytton I 1850 

1860 (Potter; 
Robinson), 1862; 
1869 (Baies) 

Don Paddy de Bazan I I I 
---p. r -  I 1861 (Robinson 

1864 (Ward) 

November 19 1870 
CADA 

May 25 1868 

*Compiled hom: Craig Clifford Elliott, "Am& of the Cegitimate Theatre In Victoria, Canada 
from the Beginning to 1900," (PhD dissertation, University of Washington, 1969); 

Decade in San F Joseph Gaer, ed., The Theatre of the Gold Rush rancisco, 2nd edition (New 
York: Lenox Hin, 1970); and The Cariboo Sentinel, 1865 - 1875 
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and ~itellectual."" The writer expressed hope that the Theatre Royal would grow and expand to 

becorne a permanent institution on W i  ~reek." The CADA, which built the Theatre Royal 

to stage their amateur theatricals, was made up of wel educated men and women who were 

trying, asserts theatre historiari Chad Evans, to "develop a measure of legitimate theatrical 

respectability which would be in accord with their middle class, often British backgro~nd."~~ 

Evans suggests that audiences wodd have been chaste and chivalrous, and he asserts that 

"propnety and deco m... were evident in the artificiality and quaintness" of the offer~igs." This 

is in keeping with what would have been expected at any legitimate, respectable performance in 

Victoria and for the most part, in California. 

Cariboo settlers' notions of acceptable entenainment were inlormed by their previous 

theatre experiences. Judge Matthew Baillie Begbie, himseif of Scottish heritage, noted that every 

good f d y  of the east and of Britain seemed to send iheir best sons to Carib~o.~' Legitimate 

theatre represented a class of colonists, not merely in Cariboo but in the newly formed Canada, 

strîwig to mimic British society. InEarlvStzg es. -Th ea tr euiontario ' 18004914,Ann 

Saddlemyer argues that as Ontario achieved "High Victorian" seriousness, training in the arts 

became essential to weil bom ladies and gentlemen.39 Furthennore, for its legitimate repenory 

boo Sentinel, June 1 1 1868,3. 

' 5 ~  bid. 

36~had Evans, Frontier Theatre, 92. 

37~had Evans and Barkentille staff, "Outline For Historie Theatre at Barkerville" (fîle 
Theatre: Description, Barkerville Archives; ad.), 16. 

~udge Matthew Baillie Beg bie, cited in Margaret Ormsby, British Columbia: A History 
(Vancouver: Macmillan Company of Canadaltd, 1958), 186-187. 

3 g ~ n n  Sddlemyer, editor, Early S t g p  -4 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1990), 13. 
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Ontario, iüce the Cariboo and like Victoria and the United States. "readily looked to the powerful 

tradition of the English Stage."" Thus in the mid to late-nineteenth century, theatre perfomances 

throughout Canada were Uinuenced by the British Empire, and the repertories refiected a 

perceived respectability. The desire for drama that would demonstrate civilued society in Ontario 

reflected the same no tioas of acceptability, and the same desire to mimic British culture, as did the 

offerings of the Cariboo Amateur Dramatic Association. Amateur associations across the country 

were striving to demonstrate their legitimacy by mllnickhg their home.culture, and these cultural 

performances were aimed at those wel-bom people who would presumably appreciate legitimate 

theatre and who would associate legitimacy with England. This segment of society was found in 

the Cariboo, as miner John Evans hdicated in his diary: "1 h d  men here of dl stations in Society; 

sons of wealthy f d e s  from England, Majistrates[sic] Lawyers and those who have held good 

situations at home...."' Interestiagly, he does not go on to mention any men of other stations, 

who were not weD to do or from good situations. 

The CADAts repertory consisted of light comedy and fuce, but Michael Booth argues in 

"The Beginnings of Theatre in British Columbia" that romantic drma and melodrama did not 

appearg2 Whiie his assertions that the Theatre Royal was limited to smd  productions, and that 

the actors were perhaps also limited in their abilities, are reasonable, the association in fact 

attempted a large number of sentimental, comic and romantic melodramas. Lighter farces were 

chosen to meet the acting range of the amateurs, but full length British dramas were sometimes 

4 0 ~ . ~ . S .  Careless in Earl~  S t a ,  ed. Am Saddlemycr, 19. 

''~ohn Evans, "Diary 1862- 1864" (October 25, l862), Barkerdle Archives. 

42ZMihael R Booth, "The Beginninp of Theatre in British Columbia," ûueen's Ouarterly 
no. 68 (Spring 1961): 164-165. 



attempted? The Amateurs performed Tom Taylor's Still Waters Run-~eea,  as wel  as 

Buckstone's rnelodrdmas and Dibdin's The Watenan, and all of these were part of the legitimate 

repenory in Sm Francisco and Victoria as weii (see Figure 2.1). A farce or domestic drama was 

usuaiiy followed by a petite farce or commedietta. Occasionally in Cariboo the second offering 

was not a play, but rather, a performance by the glee club or by a solo singer or musicim. Very 

often an interlude between performances was offered. "consisting of "Songs, glees, etc. etc? 

(see Figure 2.2) 

Booth suggests that Barkende's audiences lacked the cultural and social sophistication of 

Victoria, and he thereby implies that they valued quantity more than, or at least as much as, 

quality." While the CADA repertory included lighter fare, and more cornedies and farces than 

Victoria's legitimate stage, in many ways the amateurs' choices echoed Victoria's offerings. The 

plays, songs, and Farces were of British origin, and Barkerville, it can be argued, r a s  mimicking 

Victoria, which also aspired to be a "mode1 enghh provincial town" where theatricals were 

"undoubtably cornmonplace."' Entertainment for its own sake was desired, and as the Sentine1 

repeatedly remarked: "ln this isolated part of the world, so far away [rom the menities of social 

Muences, a good dramatic performance will be ... a treat ..... Considered in comection with the 

scanty population and the surrounding rnaterializing circumstances, always inseparable from a 

. - - 

43~had E v m  and Barkerville staff, "Outline for Historic Theatre at Barkerville," 13. 

%e Cariboo Sentinel. Apd 3 1869,2. 

"~ooth, "The Beginnings of Theatre in British Columbia," 164- 165. 

46Chad Evans, "Historic Theatre in British Columbia (1850- LW) And its Application at 
Barkerville and Fort Steele" (Report for BC Parks: Historic Parks and Sites Divinon, September 

: 1976), 1. 
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newly settied country ... no better theatrical entertainment cm anywhere be presented ...."" But in 

many ways. it was more important that legitimate drama be wen presented on the frontier of the 

northern interior. The need for symbols of stability and society was greater m the Cariboo. an 

outpost of civilization. than in Victoria,which had already established its 'civility' in large part, 

and the entertainment value of the shows was just one element of their worth to gold rush 

communities. The fact that the amateurs could perfonn many legitimate shows without a 

professional Company and on a small stage, far fiom any develo ped commuaites. is evidence of 

their determination. and it leads one to surmise that "pure entertainmentNa was not the sole 

factor in their play choices. 

As in Ontario, British Columbia's mainiy British settiers prefened rnainly British 

entertainments. and the higher the social class (or, the perceived social class), "the more high- 

tond and anglophile was the kind of theatre they preferred," according to theatre historian Denis 

JO hnsod9 It could be argued that the C a r h o  settlers were l e s  concemed with class and social 

mobiiity chan those in the "CO y British community" of Victoria." The physical limitations of the 

gold rush frontier seem to have been the main obstacle, however, to perforahg more extensive 

legitimate Victorian melodramas. That is, the settiers of Cariboo got as close as they could to 

recreating the society and culture of Victoria and dtimately of England. British colonists asserted 

their roo ts in the Cariboo and shaped a civilization which prided itself on being, Iike Victoria, 

-- - - 

oo SentBiel, September 15 1869,3. 

48~ooth, "The BegjMings of Theatre in British Columbia," 165. 

'%enis Johnston. "Drama in British Columbia: A Special Place," in Çontemporarv Issues 
in C- D m  ed. Pet Brask (Winnipeg: Blizzard Pubüshing, 1995), 172. 

5%vans, "Historie Theatre in British Columbia," 3. 



"more english thao the english.'"' This development was in spite of geographic limitations. 

The Theatre Royal was promoted as a place of enjoyment and as a site of respectable and 

intellectual entertainment: "the Dramatic Association desewe well the ...p atronage of the public 

for their laudable efforts to give intelligent entertainment to ail classes."" The Cariboo Sentinel 

seemed to be encouraging a l l  cross-sections of mining society to attend the theatre productions. 

This seem to contradict the class-based approach of the amateur association (i.e., that it tned to 

perform legitimate British theatre, and that its members were decidedly middle-class, and 

primarily British). This was. however, characteristic of the Cariboo. Caribooites held fast to the 

rigid boundaries of British Victorian society but altemately, in the middle of the colony of British 

Columbia, these boundaries were dissolved in the concepts of fraternity and community whic h 

were perhaps necessary on the fiontier. The desire to mimic the societal standards of the British 

Empire was counteracted by the pûnicular nature of gold rush society which included a mi. of 

people and of classes, and a heavy Arnerican influence. This led to somewhat contradictory 

editorials in the m. which both allowed for equality of all men, but expressed disdain for the 

lower classes: "Sociaiiy we are a combination of ail ranks from the proud aristocrat to the mean 

despicable city vagabond; a mixture of men of good standing and unimpeachable character with 

the outcasts of society .... The great barrier of rank which e k t s  in most countries is entirely broken 

d o m  amongst us, and each man considers himself on an equal footing with his neighbor ... ."s3 

Were this equality in fact the case, the barrier of rank would not need to be noted at dl. 

j l~erry  Reksten, m g e e l  tshm the En~lish: A Very Social History of Victoria 
(Victoria: Orca Book Publishers, 1986). Reksten credits Emily Carr's father with this phrase, in 
her introduction. 

'ZThe Caiiboo Sentinel, May 14 1868,3. 
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The orderly character of Cariboo, its look of permanence, and its respectable nature were 

linked to the success of the theatre and the newspaper's praise for the work of the CADA fit 

nicely with its praise for the community in general. A letter writer signing himself "Citizen" 

echoed the sentiments of the paper: "The Amateurs ... are a great boon to Our s m d  community .... 1 

am of your opinion decidedly, that it is a great advantage to all panies resident on Williams Creek 

and vicinity .... But for the public necessity in upholding a public institution N e  the 'Corps', 1 would 

not have occupied so much of your space ...."" The SentineI afnrmed the importance of the 

CADA repeatedly in its articles, suggesting that the community was pnvileged to enjoy such 

amusments." The CADA was the cultural domain of a respectable middle class, w ho wished to 

perform and view a repertory of English plays to convince themsdves that the Cariboo was not an 

altogether backward place? 

For some, the efforts were aot enough and a retum to England was in order. The 

newspaper noted that a Mr. H.S. Blunt resigned his position in the Bank service to retum to 

England. Blunt had been "a prominent member of the Amateur Dramatic Association, and has 

generaliy identitied himself with everything likely to benefit the commu~ity."~ Men iike Blunt 

represented the rniddle-class, British-bom colonists who convibuted to the creation of legiUmate 

cultural performances in Cariboo, perhaps in the h o p  of creating a British-emulated society on 

the fiontier. 

Theatrical activities in Victoria were boosted by the large mining population which both 

%e Cariboo Sentinel, July 14 l869,3. 

'*The Carho Sentinel, Juiy 16 1868,3. 

56~vans, Frontier Theatre. 100. 

nThe Cariboo Sentinel, May 8 1869,3. 
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passed through on the way to the Fraser, but which also returned in *ter months. Thus the 

cultural müieu of Victoria in the 1860's provided a template for colonists who sought civilization 

in the Cariboo. The core of the comrnuoity of Victoria was a cornervative circle of British settlers 

and while they went to see more raucus and less legitimate Arnerican touring shows, they also 

supported a largeiy English repertory of legitimate theatre." Michael Booth points out that there 

was very little dinerence between the legitimate repertory in Victoria in the late nineteenth 

century and any s m d  theatre in England. Moreover, anything other thaa British theatre was 

bound to be scarce in a community dominated by elements "close to Bntain in ancestry, the. 

taste, and C U ~ N ~  o~t look."~~ This resulted in largely British stock, which was often replicated in 

Cariboo. The CADA was clearly influenced by Victoria, although the English cornedies that were 

performed by travelling professional companies in the south had to be done by the amateurs in the 

Cariboo. In format, the performances were often simikr, Booth points out that nineteenth 

century farce and drama fonned a greater part of the repertory in Victoria than any other 

But professional companies in Victoria were able to stage Shakespeare, dong with spectacular 

melodramas, that the amateur society in the Cariboo was not capable of undertaking. 

Douglas McCallum asserts that British colonists were the "dominant social, cultural and 

political force in the colony and ... they felt more 'at home' -- and less able to retreat to the old sod 

-- thm Americ am.... In the long run they had vitally formative influences on social. political, and 

theatrical activity in Carib~o."~' Their innwnce was particularly clear in legitimate strains of 

5 a ~ c h a e l  R. Booth, "Pioneer Entertainment: Theatricd Taste in the Early Canadian 
West," Can -e 4 (1960): 52. 

%ooth, "Pioneer Entertainment," 58. 

qoo th ,  "The BegHiOmgs of Theatre in British Columb'ia," 162. 
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entertainment. Middle-class legitimate offerings catered to the British colonial population in 

Cariboo and for those colonists who were trying to form a civilized community in the region, such 

cultural pursuits eased the loaehess of the British Columbian fiontier. Theatre was an integral 

element of a comrnunity ethos w hich vaiued meanues of civilization such as "prosperity, 

permanence and progress."" As McCallum further suggests, CADA performances tell us 

"something about the nature of a community that does actively want and need such an entity as a 

theatre as a fixed part of its collective, institutional life? Through theatre, settlers established 

fraternity in somethhg besides gold and theu efforts to bring legitimate culture to Cariboo 

indicate a strong desire for social interaction and for institutions that would mimic the 

establishments of Britain. 



Chapter Three 
"Look out for fun and health giving laughter"': 

Popular Theatre in Caiifornia, Victoria and Cariboa 

Like the iegitunate performances, pop& entertainments also provided fraternity in the 

face of isolation. These forms of entertainment were not, however, attributed to home in the 

samc sense that legitimate performances were, and they were not reported as rational or 

intelligent amusements. This was therefore a theatrical development that was meant t d y  to 

enterta.. In the United States, an editorial in the World News from the 1860's complaiaed: "The 

legitgnate' is played out. We want meny makmg first, k t  and di the 

A demand for meny makiug sprang up in American mining camps but it cme  to influence 

the Pacific Northwest overall, and Victoria and the Caciboo both took their cues from the rise of 

popular entenainment in California Thus the gold rushes in CaUornia, and ten years later in the 

Cariboo, provided the catalysi for new theatrical fom.  Edmund Gagey noted that the cry was 

for entertainment, and "the standard was quantitative .... Audiences deiighted in multiple programs 

with half a dozen attractions from tragedy to farce jumbled together in one eveniog ...."' Similarly, 

Chad Evans asserts that in Victoria, if miners got "their surfeit of homesick sentiment from the 

legitimate drama, they got their fjlî of eroticisms and music" from the less legitimate 

entertainments in the town? 

Sentinel, May 19 1869, 3. 

%e World News, 1860'~~ cited in Lyle Men Schwarz, "Theatre on the Gold Frontier: A 
Cultural Study of Five Northwest Mining Towns, 1860-1870" (PhD dissertation, Washington 
State University, 1975), 175. 

'~dmond M. Gagey, The San Francisco Stw: A History (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1950; reprint, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1970), 15. 

'chad Evans, "Historîc Theatre m British Columbia (1850-1900) and its Application at 
, Barkerville aod Fort Steele (BC Parlis: Historic Parks and Sites Division, September 1976), 7. 
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While the popular theatre had its roots and its major developments in California, and 

partly as a r a d t  of the large population of weary, wealthy miners, the legitimate performances in 

the United States had remained strongly influenced by Britain. Joseph Gaer's index of 

productioas in San Francisco demonstrates that of 1 105 plays perfonned. 907 were "suictly 

legitimate drama" and fbrthemore, a table ranking the authors by popularity also shows "the 

London ~upremacy."~ But at the sarne tirne. Gaer's index of play titles shows the rise of negro 

miostrelsy in the mid-nineteenth century? and it is clear that popular entertainments were making 

uiroads. In Californian mining camps, the "unrelenting diet of heavy plays did not uniformiy please 

their a~dience."~ M e  the legitimate theatre was appreciated in its way, the mining population 

relied on theatre as a "release from drudgery ...."7 The gold rush provicied the impetus for new 

forms of theatre in California, where men who were "lonesome ... turned to the saloons, to the 

gambling table" and to the less legitimate stages in their quest for amusement and relaxation? 

Popular entenainment thus tilled the bill for gold rush populations in America, but also in Cariboo 

and Victoria, where, Evaas argues, the taste of the miwrs informed the entenainment of the 

1860's: " Althoug h they appreciated the ... V i c t o h  'dramas' aad the Shakespearean productions 

O ffered by the legitimate companies, iheir ro but, ethnic natures often desired more populx kinds 

of entertai~unent."~ 

5~oseph Gaer, ed., Th -O (1935; reprint, 
New York: Lenox Hill, 1970), 5-6. 

'phil@ C. Lewis, Tro-: How The Show Came To Town (New York: Harper & 
ROW, 1973), 7. 

%vans, "Historie Theatre in British Columbia," 6-7. 
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Explaining the development of popular theatre in California's gold rush society, Joseph 

Gaer rnused that "surely t h  was compensation for living at the end of the ~ o r l d . " ' ~  And so it 

was, for minuig communiùes throughout the PaciGc Northwest. Gold rush theatre housed "the 

entire spectmm of the population and the complete range of entertaiament fiom tragedy to fuce, 

juggling to baiiet, opera to rninstrelsy." '' While not ali of these f o m  wouid or could appear on 

the same stage, they ail catered to miners who desired diversions. The Lighter forms grew 

increasingly welcome d u h g  and after the gold rush.'' 

This chapter deah with the rise of less legitimate eatertainments in the Pacific Northwest. 

The roots of the popular theatre were in California, but the duence was soon felt in Cariboo. 

Whüe these forms of entertainment did not function as reminders of British society, they sti l l  

represented permanence and stabiüty in the Cariboo. Cornmunites that could boat of a wide 

variety of entertainments were asserthg their place in frootier society. Thus the popular theatre 

catered to the desires of the gold rush population, and coatributed, much Wte legitimate 

entertainment in Cariboo, to the perception of a permanent and busthg community. Theatre in di 

its forms remained "one of the earliest and most important cultural institutions established in 

frontier cities. 

Popular theatre was comprised of many forms, including: music hall entertainments (which 

sometimes crossed the line hto legihacy), minsuel shows, variety shows, vaudeville, burlesque 

"~awrence W. Levine, &gh Brown~wbrow: The Emereence of Cultural Hierarchv in 
Ametica (Cambridge, Mus. : Harvard University Press, l988), 56. 

'vonstance Rourke, Troypers of the Gold Coast: or. the rise of Lotta Crabtrq (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1928), 150. 



. and fuce. Craig Clifford Elliott defines "miastrel, opera and circus companies ... and numerous 

variety and magic shows" as popular theatre, distinct from professional legitimate ~ompanies.'~ 

Popular theatre drew its share of minhg audiences, and the desire for pop& entertainments 

affected the growth of illegitimate theatricals fïrst in America, but also in British Columbia. 

It shouid be noted that the term "illegitimate" is used frequeotly in secondary iiterature, 

although in the late nineteenth century these fomis of entertainment would have been referred to 

by patrons and by the press as popular rather thm as illegitimate foms. Popular theatre was that 

which was not legitimate theatre (and the term legitimate was used by nineteenth-century theatre 

patrons), and it is therefore sometimes defïned as illegitimate. The word popular is used by Eliiott 

and by others and it better captures the nature of an entertainment which was quite literiy 

popular. Yet, the term itself remains problematic for many reasons, as Lawrence Levine points 

out in ~brow/Lowbrow:  

the adbctive popular' has been utilized to describe not oniy 
those creations of expressive culture that actually had a large 
audience ... but &O, and ofien prhady, those that had questionable 
artistic ment. Thus, a banal play ... has been categorized as popular 
culture, even if it had a tiny audience, while the recognized artistic 
attributes of a Shakespearean play have prevented it from king 
hcluded in popular culture, regardless of its high degree of p~pulanty.'~ 

Certainiy, the usage of the word is imperfect, but in order to discuss a growing form of 

entertainment which was not acknowledged as legitimate theatre by its patrons or by other 

contemporary observers, "popular" is used throughout ihis thesis. The imprecise nature of 

cultural categories, as Levine terrns hem, are explored more fully in Chapter Four. 

14craig ClBord Elüott, "Annais of the Legitimate Theatre in Victoria, Canada from the 
Beghmhg to 1900" (PhD dissertation, University of Washington, 19 69)- 1 1. 
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Pnor to its meteoric rise in the United States in the 1850's, popular theatre originated in 

worlting-class England. In his discussion of leisure and class in England fkom 1830 to 1885 Peter 

Baüey terms bowling, farces, free and easies. and pacticularly pub entertauiments and saloon 

siaging as popular entertainment. Baiiey assens that "the entertainment set before saloon 

audiences was diverse in its material. illustrahg the wide resources of popukr culnire; the songs, 

dances and tri& were derived from the travehg show and popular theatre .... The saloon 

audience also had a taste for spectacle."16 Popular recreations were oftea associated with the pub 

and they were frowned upon by the reform-minded middle class, who sought to improve the 

moral tone of Britain's popular recreations. 

The working-class pub recreations were iliegitirnate forms of entenainment that were in 

many ways similar to the popular theatre strains that appeared in the United States. In this sense 

nothmg that appeared in North America was truly Uidigenous, and the rise of saloon 

entertainments, and later, variety and vaudeville entertahents in California, paid ailegiance to 

the singing saloons and music halls of nineteenth-century England. But while it borrowed from 

British working class leisure, in many ways the rise of popular foms can be attributed to the gold 

rush audiences who demanded to be entenained. For mining camps outside of San Francisco, 

theatre, both legitjsnate and popular travelling f o m ,  was eagerly expected: " h g  on the 

Northwest frontier was hard. time consuming work. When the miners did take tirne off, ... the 

camps stood ready to serve them."17 

Many varieties of pop& theatre were no t generaiiy considered respectable. Family 

16peter Bailey, Leisure and Class m Victorian Eqglle 
Contest for ~ontrol. 1830-1 885 (London: Routledge B Kegm Paul, 1978), 3 1. 

'7~chwan, 55. 
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singhg troupes and aiinstrel shows were, however, taken Ui stride by muiiog cornmunities, and in 

the Cariboo, Barkerville's Theatre Royal was home to many popular variety shows. They were 

modest in content and do not appear to have shocked the good citizens of the Cariboo. An 

appreciative audiece mernber of Lafont and Ward's mhtrel show in the Theatre Royal wrote in a 

letter to the Sentinel: "Tom Lafont has suppiied the greatest desideratum the up-country ever 

stood in need of in the shape of a laughter-begetting enjoyment .... Go on, Tom; dont deviate from 

the programme of 1 s t  night. Be chaste in language and choice in your expressions, and the 

miners will see to it that you doa't wmt for the 'sinews of ~ a r ' . " ' ~  But while minstrel and variety 

shows may not have been vulgar performances, they were not legitimate British stock theatre. 

Accordmg to Peter Bailey, the origias of music haii "are to be found in a closely related 

yet diverse cluster of institutions providing popular ente~tainrnent."'~ It emerged as a distinct 

institution in England by the 1850's and becarne the site of much semational and comic musical 

entertainment in the 1860's and 1870's. The music hail has ken  identified by many as a working- 

class leisure hall. "Developed from the singing saloons by a new breed of publicm entrepreneurs, 

this protoype modem entenainment industry," according to Bailey, "provides a strong example of 

the capacity of worliog-class culture to meet the leisure weds of its constit~ency."~~ Yet music 

halls seem to have been half-way between houses of ili repute and respectable f d y  

entertainment halls. That is, they were a worling-class British place of leisure, and generdy they 

have been categorued as dlegitimate. But as they became less associated with akohol, managers 

uied to transform music h a  into sites of family entertainment: the "music hall label was meant 

'"The Canâoo Sentinei, June 25 1868,3. 

"~eter Bailey, preface to Bdey, ed., Music Hall: The Business of Pleasurg (Milton 
Keynes: Open University Press, 1986). Or. 

2"Bailey, Leisure and Class, 147. 



to indicate an advance in taste and amenities upon the singing saloo~."~' 

Like variety theatre in the United States, the perf'omaaces ranged from meiodrama to 

Song and dance numbers. Jeremy Crump suggests that 'high' musical culture coexjsted with 

popular public house entenainments. By the 1880's many music hall proprietors were advenising 

their halls as orderly and highly respectable. Removing aicohol and encouraging ladies to attend 

comic opera or other musical shows and melodramas changed the reputation of music halls." The 

terni music hall, then, applied to difterent types of halls: they ranged fiom more aristocratie 

"variety theatre" halls, to bourgeois music halls, to minor music halls "of the poor and squalid 

di~tricts."~ As the simple platforni of the singing saloons was superseded, argues Bailey, by "the 

N1 theatrkal apparatus of a stage and proscenium arch, the big halls were encouraged to 

introduce greater show and theatricaiity hto their programs - lavish tableaux..troupes of Can-Can 

dancers from Paris...."" 

Undoubtedly, working-class music haii entenainments intluenced the popular variety 

theatre forms that sprang up in the United States (and eventually found their way to the Cariboo). 

The halls themselves were emuiated ia Calilornia: "At the end of the tiflies a whole galaxy of 

s m d  halls sprang hto existence in San Francisco, ... newly built as tiny melodeons or transfonned 

from small theatres into variety houses."* And who might appear on these small stages on the 

qeremy Cnunp, "Provincial Music Hall: Promo ters and Public in Leicester, 1 863- L929," 
in Music Ha: The Business of Pleeasure, ed. Peter Bailey, 59. 

U~agmar Hoher. "The Composition of Music Hall Audiences," in Music Hall: The 
Business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey, 75. 

%lice Henson Ernst, Troupine in the Oreeon Countrv: A History of Frontier Theatre 
(Portland: Oregon Historical Society, 196 1). 149. 
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American frontier? Loaa Crabtree was a travelling actress who toured mlliing camps in the 

P a c k  Northwest, appearing in Victoria in 1862." Loua was a versatile performer on these 

music hail or variety stages and she hoped to rnake it to the legitsnate stage, but her career, 

beginnmg as a child performer in the camps, remained largely in the popular category. Her 

popularity, in the tmest sense, was undeniable, and her versatElity was praised by the press of the 

day: "She cm dance a regular breakdown in true bumt cork style .... She has a pleeûsing 

countenance ... aad...would prove a vduable star to any music house in the ~ountry."'~ While she 

was praised, her style of variety entertainment was not considered 'fit' for the legitîmate stage, but 

rather, for the music houses. 

Lotta's repertory included minstrel elements, jigs, singing and dancing, and her early 

training was in the variety halls of San Francisco. For all of these reasons, Lotta Crabtree's career 

exemplitied the rise of popular theatre in America, and furthetmore, she typined the miners' 

growing desire for these forms of entertainment. Her blackface routines, her tours through the 

mines, and her appearmce in variety halls and not on legitimate stages, placed her squarcly in the 

realm of American popdar entertainments. And while her form of variety illustrated the growth 

of popular theatre in America, her style of performance, üke many others who appeared in 'music 

houses' in Caiifornia and Oregon, was reminiscent of singiag saloon and music hail entertainment 

in England. 

The lighter entertaiaments craved by working men in lower class British neighbourhoods 

were also desired by miners during the gold rush in Ccilifoonlla, and later in the Cariboo. In 

England, Dagmar Hoher asserts, "a visit to the music hall was closely mtegrated m the rhythm of 

26~bid., 23. 

%ted in Ernst, 192-193. 
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the working week and even the worlcing day .... miners, textile and foundry workers w t  ody 

worked together, they also enjoyed their leisure t h e  collectively. Music haLi visits were social 

event~ ."~  Saloon operations in Canada mimicked elements of the music ha& hcluding the 

communaüty of leisure. Chad Evans suggests that while the performances were largely Amencan 

in content, saloon halls offering variety entertainment in Victoria were patterned afier "some 

vague notion of London music halls in order to satisS, the colonial auth~rities."~~ The Alhambra, 

a variety hall, opened in Victoria with a minstrel show in January 1868, and it was presumably 

named after the Alhambra in Leicester Square. a Ieading British music hall in the mid-nineteenth 

century.'O 

The original working-class British music hall underwent transformations in the United 

States mining theatres, becoming a muiti-huictional variety theatre. In Victoria, the content was 

American-ioiHuenced while the structure itseif emulated British halls. The Theatre Royal in 

Barkervüle similarly offered variety entenainrnents (almgside legitimate performances), in a 

structure which architecturally resembled a music h d .  aithough liquor was not avdable. It did, 

however, provide rniners with light hearted entertainment at the end of a long day. Music halls 

catered to various classes of people, offering a social space and accordhg to Bailey, providing a 

sense of community and identity," in much the sme way as did the Theatre Royal. His 

description of smail-town British music hails "which were ofien meshed into the fabric of the local 

''~agmar Hoher in Music HA: The Business of Pleasure, Bailey. ed., 80. , 

29~had Evans, Frontier Theatre: A History of Nineteenth-Centuw Theatrical 
Entenainment in the Canadian Far West and Alaskg (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1983). 8 1. 

3?eter Baiiey, "'Rational Recreation': The Social Control of Leisure and Popular 
Recreation in Victorian Engkad, 1830-1885" (PhIl dissertation, University of British Columbia, 
2974), 304; and Evans, Frontier Theatre, 81. 
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worhg-class cornmunity" and in which leisure served as an important place for reûjmg identity, 

hds  a famibar echo in the Theatre Royal as a space for community formation anâ a place to 

demonstrate cornmutljty permanence and identity. 32 interludes between performances at the 

Theatre Royal consisted of, for example: "Songs. Glees, etc., by Mr. and Mrs. S.P. Parker, Tom 

Harding, and the Welsh Glee Club."" An interlude between a burlesque fight and a "semi- 

Ethiopian farce" at the Grand Christmas Eve entertainment in 1870 included a Song, "Old Slung 

the Pick. in Negro character," by J.S. Hough? Minstrel shows also featured a wide selection of 

songs and musical farce, and the theatre served some of the huictions of the music hall, in this 

sense. But before the Theatre Royal was built in 1868. the CADA was performing in the Parlor 

Saloon where: "the wines. spirits, ale & segars [sic] to be had at this Saloon are the best that can 

be imp~rted."~' Thus the amateur association was perfonning in a liceaîed saloon, a similar 

arrangement to that of the British music hall. The repenory for this early theatricd entertainment 

is unknown. 

The saloons of the Cariboo also provided thei own popular entertainment that emulated 

working-class British singing saloons. On Juiy 8, 1865 in The Ccuibo Sentinel the 

Terpsycho rem Saloon at Camerooton proclaimed itself: "the hest in Cariboo for Terpsycho rem 

Exercise", and opened for "lovers of MUSIC and DANCING." In the same colurnn, the Fashion 

Saloon at Barkendie announced: "all the loven of fùn are invited to cail and enjoy 

themselves ... Music and Dancing ...." Billiards and of course liquor were &O available at the 

- -  - 

32~ailey, Leisure and C h  lS6,lB 1. 

' % T ' h l ,  March 20 1869,Z. 

%e Canboo Sentinel, December 24 1870. 2. 

'SThe Cari'boo Sentinel, June 17 l865,3. 
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Fashion The Gazelle Billiard Saloon in Camerontown offered: "Danchg for the 1,000, 

Oûû! 1,000, OUI!" and also promised that "the Orchestra, which coasists of four musicians, is 

First ~lass.  "" In Richfield, Mr. Victor Lange opened a Concert Hail in 1867: "Mrs. Lange will 

preside at the Piano every evening, aad win play some of the best Operas, the most popular 

Bdads. and every description of Dances. None but the best brands of Liquors and Cigars served 

at the Bar."38 

The large number of saloons in Cariho that featured music and other eniertainments were 

very similar to the music halls of Briiain, but they were also similar to the concert houses of the 

United States, and the wish to be measured up against an American standard was also becomhg 

clearer. When Adler & Barry's Saloon was opened, with the hurdy dancers making their Cariboo 

debut there, the newspaper noted that the saloon had been "fitted up at no small expense, with 

every modem improvement ... and reflects credlt on the enterprise of the proprietors. We question 

if there is another such spacious and elegantly furnished saloon this d e  of San ~rancisco."~~ 

Minsuel shows " po pularized variety entertainment, moved it into t heatre buildings, and 

fostered most of the specialty acts seen later in vaudeville and burlesque."'"' American perfomers 

brought minstrel shows to Ontario as early as 183 1. In the early years, blackface entertainers 

were hown as t'Ethiopian Deheators" but in 1843, the Virginia Minstrels were forrned and their 

atiboo Sentinel, Juiy 8 1865,4. 

'&The Caribo Sentinel, Juiy 15 1867,2. 

'me Cariboo Sentinel, May 20 l867,3. See pp. 73-74, thir, chapter, for a denniùon of 
hurdy p d y  dancers. 

"OGerald Lenton-Young, in Early S t w :  Theatre in Ontario 1800- 19 14 A m  
Saddemyer, ed.(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), 176. 
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, success spawned the new me." '  B y the mid- 1850's the minstrel show had evolved a standard 

format. Chad Evans describes the show as a group of bbckfaced singers " whose material 

caricatured the siaging and dancing of negro Typically* miosire1 perfomers would enter 

singing an up-beat song, then sit in a semi circle. The Interlocutor was the master of ceremonies 

and ringmaster of the miostrel show, and he sat in the centre of the circle. The Interlocutor was in 

white face. On each end of the semi circle sat two cornedim. called Brudder Bones and Brudder 

Tambo, or Mr. Bones and Mr. Tambourine, or some variation; these two exchanged jokes and 

sang baUads with the Interlocutor. A typical joke in a minstrel show would be a two liner, such a: 

Interlocutor: "Mr. Boues, who was that lady I saw you with last night?" 
Bones: "That was no lady, that was my ~ i f e . " * ~  

According to Geraid Lenton-Young, "in addition to comic repartee between end men and 

interlocutor, the fùst pan of the show offered individual and group songs and dances .... The first 

part closed with an upbeat. group musical number."* Part Two, the variety section or "Olio", 

offered a range of individual acts, and it was this section which uitimately evolved into the variety 

show. Part three of the minstrel show was usually a farce or burlesque number, according to . 
 vaa as? 

Minstrel shows often parodied more serious drama, but Joseph Gaer argues that the 

mimtrels' original matenal was the begmning of native California playwriting." Alice Ernst 

p. - - - - - 

41~bid., 178. 
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suggests that the minstrel show's "foiksy delineation of negro character, its rousing banjo rhythm 

and nostalgie ballads struck a common chord .... It bequeathed to the American stage one of its 

most original and native traditions.. . .'" Early American tninstrel troupes included the Excelsior 

Minstrels, the Taylor Brothers, and Christy's Minstrels. Some minstrel companies, such as Lafont 

and Ward, travelled nonh and appeared in Victoria, which depended on San Francisco for many 

of its popular dramatic troupes? The San Francisco Minstrels, Buckleyls Minstrels, and other 

"ethiopian eccentricities" appeared in Victoria as ~ e l l ? ~  

Dan Waison and Joe Taylor, two members of the San Francisco Minstrels, fonned the 

Watson & Taylor's Miastrels, and traveled to Cariboo in 186 1. They were the earliest known 

professionai troupe to visit Cariboo, performing at "The Antier House" in Antler which had a 

population of just 700.~" Evans specuktes that ihey may have performed at other places dong the 

way to Ader, and they were mentioned in the Colonkt by a correspondent covering the Cariboo 

gold rush. Tom Lafoat toured through Amencan mining camps with Lotta Crabtree? Lafont and 

Ward ais0 travelled to Cariboo. Their populanty in all of these pkces, and their appearance in 

Barkerville, further iIlustrates the ionuence of the Americaa-develo ped po pular entenainrnents on 

the Pacific Northwest, but particularly the rise of American popular entertainment in Cariboo, 

origiady part of a British colony. 

Isabel Bescoby provides a sketch of Lafoat and Ward's minstrel show in Cariboo that 

4%dichae1 R. Booth, "Pioneer Entertainment: Theatrical Taste m the Early Canadian 
West,"Canadian I iterature 4 (1960): 53. 

'%vans, Froatier Theatre, 89. 



seems to have foliowed the standard format. Some of her information was provided in 1930 by a 

man m e d  AH. Maynard who had seen minstrel shows in Cariboo. Nine players sat on stage in 

a semi circle; two were "negroes" (white men in blackface) named Bones and Tambourine. 

There was an "orchestra" of four, and Tom Lafont stepped forward and whistled, which inspired 

the orchestra and presumably the audience to sing, and clap dong to songs such as "Wha's Dat 

Heel A Burnin!" Lafont was the Interlocutor. This routine was followed by a magician act, and 

then a comedy bail was perfomed. Accordhg to Maynard, " they ail danced arouad and had a 

grand march but it didn't amount to a hiU of beans."" 

Lafout and Ward, travelling with a s m d  troupe that included Lafont's d e  and a Miss Ella 

Montez, arrived in Barkerville in June 1868. niey stayed in Cariboo for the entire summer, and 

aside fiom Maynard's cnticisms, they seem to have met with great success (see Figure 3.1). 

Altemately called the Victoria Minstrels, and the Lafont and Ward Miastrel and Variety Troupe, 

they travelled through the interior with their show and incorporated local perfonners in their act. 

The reviews in The Cariboo Sentinel were full of praise: 

Lafont and Ward intend to furnish amusement to the people of 
Barkervüle for the entire season. This well known troupe need 
but little praise at our hands .... The addition of Professor Wilson and 
Messrs. Bany ancl Wrigglehuth to the Company is an acquistion which 
will add very much to the popularity of this aiready celebrated troupe. The 
fuce announced for Saturday aight is of a very amusing character .... Go 
everybody on Saturday night .... 53 

5 2 ~ .  H. M a y d !  cited m Isabel Bescoby, "Some Aspects of Society m Cariboo fiom its 
Discovery und 1876" (BA ihesis, UBC, 1932). 120. 



Figure 3.1 

The Cariboo Sentinel, July 26 1868 

Xhstrel Bi Variety Troupe 
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The newspaper also acknowledged that Barkerville (and other communties. such as 

Centreville, where Lafont and Ward performed) was luclcy to have attracted such talent: "It 

requires no ordinary degree of talent to keep up in a community ke this such an amount of 

interest as is manifested ... by Lafont and Ward, who as negro delineators. have few equals .... we 

think the people of Ba rkede  ought to feel thanldul that they have himished for them, at so small 

a cost, an entenainment such as is provided ...."" In some ways. Caribooites recognized that they 

were lucky to witwss any entertainment at dl, and so when the show was good. the praise was 

lavish. But had Lafont and Ward been mediocre, the praise may still have been forthcoming as any 

entertainment was bound to be better than none at di. It would not have been advantageous to 

criticize what little entertainment reached Cariboo. 

Inspired by the profession&, Ckboo ciiizens established an amateur minstrel troupe. 

The k s t  appearance of the "Cariboo Negro Mins~els" occurred on the Queen's birthday in 1869, 

an interesthg combination of a British celebration with an American en te r then t  form." The 

"Concert and Miastre1 Performance, which had been prepared by the Cariboo Amateurs and 

Minstrels," commenced with a variety of musical entertainment. The Welsh Glee Club 

performed, as did Mrs. Parker and Mrs. Tracey, and a number of duets were performed as wek 

"The Amateur Minstrel Troupe then foilowed with their comic and sentimental singhing, their 

drolleries and conurndnuns [sic], and the audience testified their appreciation.. . by continual 

applause and laughter ...."s6 Unfortunately. while many of the CADA members are known, the 

names of the amateur minstrek were not listed in the advertisements or review articles. Thus it is 

S"The Cariio Sentinel, August 5 1868,3. 

a r i i o  SentHiei, May 22 i&69,2. 

'%e Cariboo Senthel. May 26 1869,3. 



impossible to know if there was any overiap between the two groups of amateurs. 

In Cûnboo, popular entertainment was not disparaged, but in larger outposts miastre1 and 

other variety shows were criticized by those who maintaiiied the value of the legiùmate theatre. 

ui California, The Golden Eq newspaper pronounced that: "During the week large audiences 

attended the dispstingly vulgar and demoralinag performances of a troupe of gentlemen (!) 

styling themselves Christy's Minstrels.' No truly mord community should patronize such people. 

Vulgarity is their forte."57 Similarly, the "coloaial elite of Victoria wodd only be seen in the 

Victoria theatre; even then, they were ûppailed by the waggish behaviour of the miners...."" This 

tells us two things: that miners stiU patronized the lepithnate theatre in Victoria and San 

Francisco, dong with the variety theaire, and that not everyone welcomed the rise of popular 

entertalliments. Yet, the criticisms that we would voice today over white men in blackface 

caricaturing plantation life, and the rather unpleasant conno talions of " nigger-minsuel" 

performances, were nonexistent in the nineteenth century. 1 have chosen to focus this discussion 

on the phenomenon of minstrel shows with an emphasis on their musical parody rather thm 

de lhg  into their rather hordjmg parody of slave life and of black people's experiences in the 

south. The objections to the vulgarity of minstrel shows were concentrated on their rnoraüty and 

cultural content, rather than on the problematic nature of white performers making a mockery of 

slave plantation songs, and lifestyles. The crudity of white men in blackface recreating "negro 

plantation ballaâs and lively Jim Crow dances" was rarely mentioned." Indeed, the cnide nature 

of this depiction was never mentioned in The Cariboo Sentinel. 

-- 
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In an interesthg reversal of cultural mimicry, the "nigger-minstrel show," as it was 

described, was imported to British saloon audiences from the United State~.~' The muistrel show 

developed in the United States and had an indelible impact on popular theatre in the United States 

and in Cariboo. It is therefore a signiticant piece of the entertainment history of Cariboo, as it 

illustrates the innuence of American popular theatre in the region, and it ais0 illustrates the tastes 

. of the mining audience. Furthemore, such shows were advertked and reviewed in the Sentinel 

with the same aplomb as the legihate performances. Both types were welcomed on the stage of 

the Theatre Royal. 

According io Irving Zeidman, the minstrel show and vaudeville combined in a musicaiized 

comedy fonn which came to be known as B~rlesque.~' Burlesque, essentiaîiy caricature, broadly 

satirized aii other popular theatre forms. Lenton-Young acknowledges that by 1900, most 

companies stiu using the minstrel label were combination troupes which presented part of a 

miostrel show with a play? Burlesque shows of the 1870's. iike minstrei shows, had ihree parts: 

the fist was a comedy section, second was the olio and the thgd was another comedy and 

ensemble finale (or afterpiece). Zeidrnan asserts that t h  form was uniquely American, and grew 

rapidly through the 1870's and 1880's: "A mania for the grandiose began in the 70's .... men 

yeamed for some glamour ... some romantic t h e l  .... In such an atmosphere the k s t  red burlesque 

shows develo ped - featurîng elephantine girls, racial comed y, mo tle y musical specialties, cooc h 

dancers and blunt, often smutty afte~pieces."~~ Vaudeville shows, asserts Evans, airned at musical 

%&y, Leisure and Class, 3 1. 
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comedy, " though their Company m e s  - burlesque, extravaganza, gaiety and so on - implied 

nuances of theatrical meaning, degrees of ineverence."" This American development in 

burlesque came to influence popular entertainment in Victoria and in Cariboo as well, whcre 

burlesques fiequently appeared on the playbills. 

Zeidman does point out that burlesque and vaudeville were influenced by English 

burlesques. Thus, while the kind of burlesque that toured the United States was much removed 

from English comedy, iike many f o m  of entertainment it had roots in earlier British face and 

vaudeville numbers. English burlesques were, however, more sedate and were also more 

legitimate. Black-Eyd Susan is cited by Zeidman as an old school, sedate burlesque and it was 

perfonned on legitimate stages in San Francisco and Vi~toria.~' Burlesques of Shakespeare were 

also commoa, and in some ways they combined miners' knowledge of the legitimate theatre in 

order to succeed. Alice Ernst points out that the minen of Califomia "could watch a blackface 

production of Mr. Othello with half a dozen excellent productions in recent memo ry...."" 

Lawrence Levine also suggests that burlesques of Shakespeare were a prominent form of 

entertainment: "No Shakespearean play was immune to ... mutilation ... .ln a southern parody of 

Otheilo, ... Otheilo and Desdernona were allowed to sing together, 'Dey say dat m the dark all 

cullers am de same.' "" Levine also points to burlesque titles such as -, and Bad 

Dicky (Richard IIT) as further examples of the variety and popularity of burlesque. Shakespeare 

was popular, but so were the aberrations on the variety stages. 

64Evans, Frontier Theatre, 175. 
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Eventualiy, the "English idea that burlesque had to be a parody of traditional theatre 

disappeared behind the voluminous thighs of b a n  blondes dressed in tigh ts...."" As well, parody 

of the traditional depended upon knowledge of the traditional, and fewer and fewer patrons were 

iurning to the legitimate stage. New faces and new acts, new forms of burlesque and the rise of 

vaudeville, led to a lesseniog interest in the legitimate theatre: "Fewer American actors were 

speciakhg in Shakespeare.. . .Times were changing . .. . 1169 

Burlesque in Cariboo appeared as a parody of legitmiate theatre. but also in its newer 

popular forms. Many of the CADA performances were advertised as burlesque. A performance 

of the comedy "AU The World's A Stage" was described in the Sentine1 as: 

one of those old fashioned pieces whah were written to 'bit folly as 
it Hies' ....'AU The World's a Stage' ...d aiways be wel received 
whenever it is represented by artists who are capable of delineating 
the pomposity of the high comedy .... To r e k  its original popularity ... 
it requires to be represented by actors capable of doing M justice to 
the eloquent dialogue and quaint humor with which it abounds, and of 
introducing vocal and burlesque performances appropriate io the 

The reviewer generally praised the amateurs for their attempt at this and clearly, the 

people of Barkerviiie understood the concept of Eaglish burlesque. Yet, Caribooites also 

witnessed a "Burlesque Prize Fightt' between the Irish Gladiator and "Strawberry Bill, the 

celebrated Negro pugilist."'' This fight, and other advertised burlesques in Canboo, were turning 

towards American forms of sensational burlesque. 

In the 1890's in the Klondike, vaudeville was "the most popular fom of western frontier 

M~vans, Frontier Theatre, 174. 
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theatre Its longevity was demoostrated by its appearance in this later gold rush. A 

vaudeviiie show in the Klondike "typically featured a play, usually melodrama, comedy, or farce. 

foliowed by solo acts by singers, dancers, comediens, jugglers, gymaasts, acrobats, and 

magician~."'~ Talent was not necessarily a requirement for vaudevillian perfonners and in this 

seme, vaudeville had not changed drasticaily since its appearance on American stages in the mid- 

nineteenth century. Adrnitted a vaudeville entrepreneur who owned a combination theatre in 

Dawson, "We don't go in much for talent. AU we want is plenty of lungs to make the show a 

go ."'* 

Variety theatre could be described as a pot poum of burlesque, rninstrel, vaudeville and 

circus shows. A variety show might combine a blackface minstrelsy skit with song and dance 

routines, and foiiow it all with a burlesque or pantomime show. Circus acts were &O 

incorporated into variety acts. Variety shows were often associated with saloons and they were 

not dorded much respectitbility. In Victoria, by 1863, variety entertainments were overtaking 

legitimate performances but they were "usuaily considered below critiçi~rn."~~ l e  Toronto Mail 

described a variety show in 1879 as "one of the vilest performances ever witnessed in this city." 

The critic pointed out that: 

bad singing and worse dancing appear to be ... Ieading features .... 
When the Sparring Exhibition between a mm and a woman is 
introduced, it is thought by the uninitiated that the performance 
had got as low in the scale of moraüty as is possible to descend .... 
The performance is brought to a close with as scaadalous an 
afterpiece as was ever produced .... The can-cm dance. with all the 

- 
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improvements and flourishes is gone t h r~ugh .~~  

Such performances could not be said to be auniag for the legitimate stage, although some 

managers tried in the late nineteenth-century to present 'clean' variety acts. 

In Cariboo, a common example of variety entertainment was dance hall entenainments 

which developed as a specinc genre: "saloon owners, under heavy competition, h d  diversions to 

attract cu~torners."~ BolMg matches were a part of this tradition, as were lone travelling 

magicians and dancing girls. Thus there was some association between variety acts and alcohol in 

Barkenille, particularly before a separate theatre hall existed. Douglas McCaIlum asserts that 

variety entertainment was an outgrowth of the saloon culture of the American frontier; it Iacked 

"middle class" respectabihty, thus situahg it fïrmiy in the illegitimate camp.78 Yet this was also an 

outgrowth of the British music hail culture. Hence, Evans defines it as Music-hall ~ariety.~' 

The hurdy gurdy dancers were a well documented aspect of this saloon entertainment. 

Fust seen in San Francisco, hurdy gurdies were dancing girls bined as behg originaily from 

Germany. They spread throughout minhg camps in the United States, and the editor of the 

Montana Post described their brand of dance entertainment: 

one 'institution' offering a shadowy and dangerous substituie for more 
legitimate female association deserves a more peculiar notice. This is 
the lurdy-gurdy house.' .... Let the reader picture to himseif r large room 
Euraished with a bar at one end ... and divided, at the end of this bar, by a 
raiiing n m h g  fiom side to side .... Beyond the barrier sit the dancing 
women, caiied the hurdy-gurdies, somebes dressed in uniform, 

'%e Toronto Ma& October 13 1879, cited in Saddlemyer, 189. 
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but more pnerally habited according to the dictates of individual caprice 
.... The music strikes up, and the summons, 'take your partnen for 
the next dance' is promptly answered by some of the male spectators ...y 

In the Cariboo. poet James Anderson described the hurdies who made their way to 

Barkede.  Their shadowy reputation was not emphasized so much by Anderson as their dancing 

expertise: 

Last simmer we had lassies here 
Frae Gemany -the hurdies, O! 
And troth 1 wot, as I'm a Scot, 
They were the bonnie burdies, O! .... 

They danced at nicht in dresses light, 
Frae late uti l  the early, O, 
But oh, their hearts were hard as Wt, 
Which vexed the lassies sairly, O! 

The Dollar was their only love, 
And that they lo'ed fut dearly, 0; 
They didna care a flea for men, 
Let them coort hooe'er sinferely, O! 

They left the creek wi' lots O' gold, 
Danced frae oor lads sae clever, 0; 
My blessin's on iheir "sour krout" heads 
Gif they stay awa for ever, O! " 

The hurdies appeared at Barry anci Adler's Fashion Saloon and at the Crystal Palace Saloon. 

According to Richard Wright, their name came fiom s m d  hand organs that were used to 

accompany their dancing, but "hurdy" was an old English tenn for buttocks or hips." Another 

description of the dancers which ran in the Sentine! referred to them as "unsophisticated 

'%ontana Post, cited in Schwarz, 58. 
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rnaideo~"~~ and there are varying accounts as to whether or not hurdies also functiowd as 

prostitutes. Some of the hurdies married miners and remained in Cariboo. 

Variety theatre, then, mixed up popular entertainments, and was generaily considered, in 

larger cornmunities, a low or immoral type of entenainment. In December 1870, The Cariboo 

Sentine1 advenised a performance of the "semi-Ethiopian farce 'Quash' followed by soogs, dances, 

burlesque, prize fight," and t h  performance couid be classitied as a variety show, comprised of 

many miscellaneous entenainments." Sparring exhibitions and boxing matches couid almost 

qualify as an ente r then t  category of their own, particularly in the Cariboo in the years before 

the theatre was built. The "manly art" was well advertised in The Cariboo Sentinel: "a musicd 

and spaning ente r then t  came off at Bany & Cunio's saloon ... which drew a good attendance. 

Several Friendly bouts were indulged by professors of the 'manly art'. ..."" A year later under the 

heading "Pugiüstic" the piper advertised a match at Quesuehouth between Dutch Johnny and C. 

~ o l l i n s . ~ ~  

The most intriguing element of variety in the Cariboo is that it does not seem to have been 

subject to censure as it was in Victoria. That is, dancers aod magic shows, sparring exhibitions 

and variety-minsuel shows were reported favourably in the Sentine!, and while some variety style 

entertainments were coafiwd to the saloons, other acts were seen on the stage of the Theatre 

Royal where they were well attended and do not seem to have been castigated in the local press. 

This may have been due to the Limited offerings on Cariboo stages. 

8%e Cariiio Sentmel, September 6 1866,3. 
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Magicians, professors and wYards occupied a small corner of the variety market. "Martin 

the W i , "  who billed himself as a "professor of the black arts," appeared in Boise, Idaho in 

August 1868 with the McGinley Troupe." He also travelled through Portland, Oregon.' And, 

finaily he appeared in the Cariboo, perforahg in BarkeMUe and in Centreville: "Martin the 

Wizard HAS ARRIVED !" (see Figure 3.2) Incidentaily, the McGinley troupe also appeared in 

the Cariboo. Barkerville's barber W.D. Moses mentioued them in his diary in 187 1: "nie 

McGinley trupe [sic] give there[sic] first performance at Theatre."" On June 12, Moses noted 

that the McGinleys leh for Van WWe, another Cariboo commdty. 

In the "professor" category of variety entertainment, Cariboo was witness to Professors 

Hermann, Endt, and Bushell, who were altemately refered to as wizards. Chad Evans assens that 

the prefix of professor' was common, likely because it lent a "false instructive quality to 

their enter tain ment^."^ Hermann, a wizard and ventdoquisi, appeared in Victoria before 

heading north to Barkervüle. In the Cariboo, Hermann perfomed at the Crystal Palace, a dancing 

saloon?' He &O performed in Quesnelmouth. Mosquito Gulch and Centreville, again in saloons. 

Professor Bushell, an Austraüan- born "spiritualkt and electro biologist (hypno tist)," toured the 

Cariboo in 1862.'~ Profasor Endt performed in Parry's Saloon in Cameronton in 1865, and at 

the Parlor Saloon in Barkende (see Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2 
The Cariboo Sentinel, Junr 1 1 1868 (top) 
and May 17 1866 (bottom) - ---. - - - -  
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He stayed in Cariboo until 1871 ." The kiml of variety show that these lone traveuers epitomized 

was perhaps a cleaner form of variety. The McGiniey troupe, and the professor's shows, were not 

e s p e d y  crude judging from the warm praise they received in the Cariboo: "Professor Hemann 

gave a very amusing magical entertainment ... which drew a large audience, among which we 

observed a number of ladies. His slight-of-hand[sic] feats were cleverly executed and were 

greeted with dernorutrations of appr~val."~ While some of these performances happened before 

the theatre was built (the Parlor Saloon was converted into the k s t  Theatre Royal in 1868), even 

after 1868 they did no t coasistently perfom in the theatre, although Martin the Wizard was 

awarded the stage. There are many possibilities for this, but while they were not legitimate 

performances, they were weil received in Cariboo's saloons. They represented one aspect of 

Amencm intluenced popular entertainment that travelled north to Cariboo and was welcomed, 

even if the legitimate stage was not aiways offered to them. 

Another fascinating performer from this period deserves mention here, as he appeared di 

over the Pacifie Northwest. Captain Jack Crawford, the Poet Scout, was a me  frontier perfomer 
* 

(see Figure 3.3). Crawford was born in Ireland but came to the United States as a boy and by 

1877, he was performing frontier melodramas with Buffalo Bill Cody in San Francisco?' His 

bio grapher, Dariis Müler, suggests that audiences conditioned by " text books, newspapers, and 

other published accounts to view westward expansion as a national goal, ... eagerly applauded 

these genuine western army scouts."" Crawford then stnick out on his own. in 1878 he was in 

%e Cariboo Sentinel, ûctober 3 1867,3. 
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Figure 3.3 

Captain Jack Crawford (counesy of the Provincial Archives of British Columbia) 

Captain Jack C n w f d ,  the pious c'poct-waut,'' in Victoria, 1878. 
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Seattle, and from there, he went on to perform in "New Westminster, Naoaimo, Wehgton and 

Victoria during April 1878. "* Next he headed for the Cariboo with a group of actors. partly to 

perform but &O to seek gold: "As soon as 1 take my Company below 1 will retum to Cariboo, 

take off my coat, and help to prove that Cariboo is rich."'' Crawford spent seven months in the 

Cariboo, trying to find gold. and writing poems indicating some unhappiness as a miner. He did 

not strike it rich, and retumed to the stages of San Francisco the folowing springg9 

Crawford's story epitomizes the double attractions of fame and fortune, and he lived his 

life striving for both theatricd brilliance and for gold, whkh marks him as a symbol of the West.' 

He later toured as a lecturer on the history of the American West. and it seems evident 

that his performances developed, as Miller suggests, out of "a western mythology, viewing the 

West as a place of freedom and Iimitless opp~rtunity."'~~ This makes his sojoum out of the United 

States to the Cariboo more interesting, but it also reinforces that Cariboo audiences saw a large 

variety of American performances, and they seem to have accepted the many different 

entertainments alongside the legitimate performances m the Theatre Royal. Miller tells us that 

Captain Jack perfonned on the stage of the Theatre Royal, although she does not provide a 

prhary refereace to substantiate this.'OL He may also have appeared in saloons in Cariboo over 

his seven month stay. The Cold Spring House Daybook records for June 26, 1878, indicate that 

Captain Jack was in the area, and he was paid what appears to be $3.00 cash fiom the hotel; it is 

97~vans,  Frontier Theatre, 109. 

98Crawford cited in Miller, 79-80. 

%er, 80. 

&%id., 73. 

l0'1bid., 79. 



possible that he perfomed at Coid Spring House itself and that this was his payment.'" 

The circuit of travehg popular entertainers included California, Oregon, and fiequently 

Victoria. In some cases, well known Americaa entertainers brought their variety shows to 

Cariboo. Miners were attracted to dance halls and saloons in all regions, as recredond relief 

from "the strain of an arduous occupation."L03 Certdy,  as Constance Rourke acknowledges, 

"there were plenty of theatre-goers who realized that some of these new ventures failed to hilfül 

the highest theatrical traditions, that the parts were ofien over-acted ...."lM But the aew popular 

entertainment developed out of an American gold rush population that was ready to move beyond 

legihate theatre, and beyond their ties to England: "The bonds of custom had been broken; in 

the repeated rebirth of civilization an Americanization of men and institutions had occurred."'" 

This is a lofty pronouncement, and it applies p h a r i l y  to the United States, but changing customs 

allowed for new forms of theatre to emerge and gain prominence. 

Some prospectors criticized the American influence they witnessed in Cariboo. In 1 862, 

James WiIlison Neles called Quesnelle City "the worst place for swearing and cursing 1 was ever 

in," and equated its roughness with its heavy American population.lM Willüim Mark found 

Antier's Creek to be "a rough Iooking place ... behp the 4th of july the yankees were 

'%oldspring House Daybook, June 26 1878 (microfilm, Quesnel Archives). 

'OsRay Allen Beiiington, America's Frontier Heritw (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1966), 12. 

'"%mes Willison Nelles, "Diary, 1862" (June 14, 1862), Barkerville Archives. 
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celebrating .. .making many.. disagreeable noises all night long. "'O7 George Blair, also in Antler, 

wrote that "there is a great deal of gambhg and drinkiag carried on by the lucky 

miners ... prominadhg [sic] about in long bout [boo ts?] britches and fmcy hats ... ." '" Yet even with 

the occasional bursts of displeasure from British-bom miners who did aot fancy the American's 

rowdier entertainments, popular theatre, saloon entertainments, minstrels and magicians dl made 

their way to Cariboo audiences who for the most part expressed interest in the entertainments. 

Despite the wishes of some to maintain decent British standards, the newspaper coniinually 

praised popular entertainments, and they appeared alongside the legitimate in Cariboo during and 

alter the gold rush. Furthemore, miners in Cariboo relied upon popular entertainment to reinforce 

the same image of permanence and of stability on Williams Creek, Cariboo that the CADA 

reinforced with legitimate shows. Camaraderie through culture was further emphasized, and both 

types of theatre were able to CO-exist in the Cariboo. Caribooites had much enthusiasm for many 

types of entertainment, and it seems clear that the h e s  between hgh and low culture, between 

legitimate and popdar entertainment, were fading in the northem interior. 

'*william Mark, "Cariboo: A l'me and Correct Narrative" (Stockton: W.M, Wright, 
1863), July 4 1862,32. 

'080eorge Blair, "Diary: February 17 1862 - December 2 1863"(May 1862), 65. 



Chapter Four 
After the Gold Rush: New Cultwal Frontiers 

1 have argued that legithnate and popular entertainments were discernable in the theatre 

and the saloons of the Cariboo in the mid-nineteenth century. Both types exiîted, but the full 

separation of stages and the disdain for the popular theatre, for instance, was aot evident in 

Cariboo. Ali types of performance were reviewed positively by The Cariboo Sentinel, the stage 

was shared by rnagicians and amateur actors alike, and Amencan settlers and performers appeac 

to have been willhgly accepted in what was a largely British colonial society. The mixing up of 

the legitimate and the popular was evident in the 1860's, and entertaùunents in Quesnel, for 

example, fifty to sixty years later (after Barkerville's glory had faded) still displayed elements of 

both theatrical traditions. Performances of dl types provided en te r then t  and contributed to 

communîty fiaternity. 

What is most interesthg is that dl forms of entertainment were accepted and were 

welcomed as signs that gold rush towns were developing into permanent communities. This was 

ultimately untme since the communities were in deciine but, arguably, settlers clung to theatre and 

other entertainments as symbols of survival. Surely a town with a theatre, and with a thnving 

cultural presence, had a chance to outlive the gold rush. Barkerville did not outlive its gold 

deposits, but the development of a culnual frontier in Barkerville and dong Williams Creek in 

tum influenced the entertainment offerings of later t o m  such as Quesnel. It is in the s u ~ v i n g  

communities of the Cariboo that a post-colonial culture can be said to have arken, from the earlier 

efforts of Barkerville. The entertainment that was presented in Barkendie, and after 1890 in other 

more prosperous t o m ,  continued to incorporate low brow and high brow, or popular and 

legirimate, fonns. The resdt was a theatrical tradition cf mimicry, of transplanted ciiln~ral 

baggage, and of a variety of types of entertainment. Performances were no longer distinctly 



British or distinctiy American in ongin. 

Chad Evans suggests that by the 1890's t had become difficult, especidy with travelling 

troupes, to "distinguish between high and low comedy because of the homogeneity of the comic 

material. The road blurred the old h e s  demarcating legitimate and popular entenainment. The 

field of legitimate comedy was populated with comediam whose background was more often in 

vaudeville than in Iegiiimate theatre."' in Canboo this blurring was evident from 1865 onwards. 

During this period, the amateur association was performing in the Theatre Royal but so were 

muistreis and travelling magicians. For t h  reason, Evans asserts, "the very terms, legitimate' and 

po puIar', are no t mutually exclusive where fiontier theatre history is concemed. " Cariboo 

audiences were "simply mwilling to forsake the popular for the legitimate, the amateur for the 

professional...."' This seems to contradict what 1 have established in Chapters Two and Three: 

namely, that the legitimate theatre was a distinct, middle-class outgrowth of British settlers who 

y e a d  for the "bureauciatic strictures"of their old home;' and that popular entertainments were 

an equdy distinct and somewhat less reputable outgrowth of a rowdier Amencan mining frontier. 

The fact that the two can be separately d e h d  leads one to examine what happened when both 

types of spectacle appeared at roughly the same t h e  on a new northem frontier. The colony and 

later, province of British Columbia was both a British and an American frontier in the mid- 

nineteenth century. The way in which British and Amencan cultural forms merged in minuig 

communities of the Cariboo is intriguing precisely because it represents an adaptation and a ww 

'Chad Evans, Frontier Theatre: A History of Nineteenth-Centuy Theatrical 
Entertainment in the C e  Far West and Alaskg (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1983), 46. 
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hybridity of forms. The amalgamation or blending of legitimate and popular perfortnances is only 

ascertainable because they c m  tirst be separated. B y distinguishing the two types and denning 

them as they appeared individually, the way in which the h e s  of defhition blurred cm be more 

easily explored. 

The distinction between the two types was also fading slightly in larger outposts in the 

Pacific Northwest. Aüce Ernst claims that the crowds of minstrel and variety perfonners in 

Califomia and Oregon were "invading the legitimate theater .... Beginning underground ... a new and 

native extravagaaza was becoming articulate."' She points out that variety theatre was 

welcomed: "The mixed bill had had a continuous growth ... on a level with other entertainment."6 

In Victoria, the Marsh Family, a professio na1 travelling Company that performed legitimate 

English comedy and drarna, joined up with Tom Lafont and Dan Watson to form the New Idea 

~ompany.' This would seem to indicate a growing acceptance of p o p h  theatre on legitimate 

stages. The Chapmaa family performed with the Taylor Bro ther mhtreis in Victoria, another 

symbol of growing CO-operation between popular and legitimate performers. Smaller minhg 

comrnunities on the American fiontier, which would have resembled Barkerville in maay ways, 

had "scant time for fine  distinction^."^ ~t the same time, the legitimate theatre halls of Victoria 

and San Francisco were losing ground to the melodeoos, and as the theatricd traditions changed, 

theaires in Victoria and in San Francisco began to relax their standard separations somewhat. 

Magicians slowly appeared on legitimate stages, becoming more respectable: " itinerant 

'Alice Henson Ernst, Trou~inn in the Oregon Country: A History of Frontier Theaire 
(Portland: Oregon Histocical Society, 196 1), 222-223. 

'EV~~S,  Frontiet Theatre, 87. 

'Ernst, 89. 
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'Professors' coexisted with the stock companies; and we know that the stock cornpanies fiequently 

incorporated popular acts hto their legitimate presentation~."~ Lotta Crabtree, the American girl 

who had been unable to perfonn on legitimate stages, "rose to be a luminary of the Legitimate"" 

in part because the separation of the popular and the legitimate was losing force. Types of 

entertainment were no longer attributable to different classes. or hdeed to different stages. 

The Theatre Royal in Barkerville was the site of a d g  of so-caiied legitimate 

performances (those defined in Chapter Two) by the Cariboo amateurs, and vatiety-vaudeville 

numbers that were either performed by locals or by travelling American players. In 1869, the 

Amateurs performed "The Rough Diamond! A comic d r i a " ;  the interlude was a laughable 

Ethiopian face; and the final piece was "the screaming Vaudeville ... Done Brown!"" The redy 

acceptance of American influenced variety with older Engiish comedy was happening early in the 

history of the Theatre Royal. In fact, the appearance of the Cariboo Amateur Minstrels (whose 

formation was no doubt iaauenced by the appearance of professional minstrels in Cariboo such as 

Watson, Taylor, Lafont and Ward) on stage aloneside their "legitimate" counterpart, the Cariboo 
. 

Amateur Drarnatic Association, is teslimony to the sometimes blurry distinctions between 

theatrical forms. in December 1870 the CADA performed, again, the "favorite farce of Done 

Brown" and it was foliowed with a performance by the Cariboo Minstrels. They perfonned songs 

such as "Going to the Shucking," "Commence ye DarkEs A," "Shoo Fly" and "Going to Join the 

Uaion"(see Figure 4.1). These choices seem peculiar in a commuaity made up of rniddle-class 

British settlers who seemed to draw cornfort fiom the familiarîty of legitimate British farces and 

%vans, Frontier Theatre 83. 

'%mi, 23. 

O Sentinel, July 28 1869,2. 



Figure 4.1 

The Cariboo Sentinel, December 3 1870 

I THEATRE ROYAL. 
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drarnas. Their interest, however, in performhg American rninstrel shows indicates the rise and 

the acceptance of American popular en te r then t  in the Cariboo. The fact that the miostreis 

performed with the amateurs rather than trying to compete for an audience demonstrates the CO- 

operative elements of entertainment in Cariboo. One stage could provide the popular and the 

legitimate, aml could even incorporate the two successfidiy. 

Of course, another more practicd possibility is that there was only one stage in 

Barkerville, and therefore many different perfonners were forced to share the theatre. 

Furthemore, any entertainment may have been successhil, in tenns of attendance and audience 

enthusiasm, simply because boredoin and loneliness meant that ail perfonners were welcomed. 

These possibilities must cons tdy  be considered as an integral part of the cultural aunosphere in 

the Cariboo. The saloon halls of Barkenille would, however, have been an option for popular 

entertainment, and the fact that the minstrels, and indeed magicians and wizards, were not limited 

to the saloons is signincant of a relaxiag of the boundaries of performance. Walter McRaye, who 

recalls his travels and performances with Pauüne Johnson from 1897 to 1903 in the book Town 

Tonia ,  even suggests that dancing girls, possibly hurdy gurdy girls, had beea given the 

stage on occasion. He mentions two "old-timers.. ..Mrs. Houser and Mrs. House. Originaily from 

Alsace-Lorraine t hey were emplo yed in the Theatre Royal. In the palmy days, beautifid girls, they 

mmied miners .... It is history that the luclcy miner who danced with these charming old ladies ir? 

former days paid two dollars and a half for the privilege ...."" This may be a tall tale, but the 

possibility exists that even the hurdies performed on the stage of the Theatre Royal. 

The mix of American and British miners, and the subsequent hybridity of cultural 

traditions, was evident beyond the confines of the theatre. Oa a practicai level, miners m Cariboo 

I2walter McRaye, Town Hall TonieM (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1 W), 136. 
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were fkom many parts of the world. ahhough the largest number were fiom Britain and other 

commonwealth couritries, and from the United States. So it is perhaps wt surprisiog to h d  that 

Queen Victoria's birthday, Dominion Day aPd the Fourth of July were all celebrated with equal 

arnounts of enthusiasm by Caribooites. American independence was celebrated in Cariboo, and 

the Sentinel contained large advertisements for Dominion Day and the Fourth of July in almost 

1 

every year of the paper's existence. The Fourth of July was mentioned in 1865 in the Sentinel's 

fxst year of publication, although it does not seem to have been heavily celebrated that year: "In 

former seasons the Americaa residents here celebrated their anaual carnival with baUs and parties, 

a i  which their British guests were most hospitably entertained .... Of course there were a few drinks 

taken by the 'boys' in honor of the day. ... Dan Watson, it is mored,  got gloriously dr unk... " 1 3  

This mention. while brief, is interesthg in that it acknowiedges American presence in Ciuiboo; it 

also indicates that American and British miners celebrated each O t her's holidays together. l4 

Caribooites were celebrating Dominion Day before their colony had even become a part of 

Canada. Advertisements in 1869 indicate that a large celebration was planned for the dominion, 

regardless of Cariboo's status within it: "A Royal Saiute will be fired at noon. M e r  three cheers 

for the Queen, and three cheers for the Dominion, the Garnes will commen~e."'~ Perhaps the 

miners and settlers of Cariboo used any event as a reason to celebrate. As the newspaper asserted 

in 1 870: "Amusement is the order of the day, in spite of dull times. "16 This amusement occurred 

in the fonn of horse races, foot races, and a good deal of singing and drinkiag, in the name of 

13The Canboo Sentinel, July 8 1865,l. 

"%e dninken Dan Watson may be the minstrel perfonner of Watson and Taylor fame. It 
is known bat Watson and Joe Taylor toured the Cariboo in 186 1. 

'?he Cariboo SenW,  June 30 1869,2. 

l%e Cariboo Sentinel, Juoe 25 i87O,3. 



both American independence and the "Union of the british North American provinces."" One 

reader of the newspaper suggested, in fact, that the two celebrations should be cornbiaed: "1 

would suggest ... that all should unite and celebrate both days at once... Let us drive dull care away 

While the two celebrations were not actually combiiled, that same year the Independence 

Day celebratioa commenced with "three cheers for the Queen, proposed by Mr. W. M. Meacham, 

which was followed by God Save the Queen' played by the band .... Three cheers for the United 

States of Arnerica were then proposed and given ...."lg The "Orator of the Day, Mr. John Kurtz," 

then spoke, noting that while he: 

dearly cherished the freedom which.. .had been esiablished in the 
United States, he was bound to acknowledge his satisfaction at the 
freedom which was enjoyed in this country. He complimented the 
government and Judge Begbie on the order, security to life md property 
which existed in British Columbia .... He aiiuded to the Queen as a good 
and noble woman ....'O 

Americans in Cariboo thus paid tribute to British tradition, even in the midst of their own 

celebrations, just as British colonists in Cariboo acknowledged and celebrated Amerkm 

inde pendence. Caribooites were williag to celebrate myriad events, in myriad ways. WhiIe the 

settlers' ailegianfe to the British Empire was lovingly recalled each May 24 (see Chapter One), 

they were eager to drive away the cares of their hard labour by celebrating American 

independence as weil. Mmy of these events were in the form of races, sahites and speeches, but 

performances, dances and banquets in the Theatre Royal also marked these important dates. 

''The cmiboo s e n ~ e l ,  June 30 1869,î. 

''~he C&O Senùned June 11 1870, 2. 

'qhe Cariboo Sentinel, July Y L87U, 3. 

*Wd. 
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Benefit performances were ofien given by the amateurs in Cariboo. Orighating in Britain, 

benefits hctioned as a reward for exceptional perfomers. as a substitute for a salary, or as aid in 

relief of a community member in ueed of assistance.*' In Cariboo, the CADA held benefit nights 

for exceptional amateur actors, and for the aid of community members or institutions such as the 

Fire Brigade, the reading room, and the hospital. But travelling American players also perfonned 

charity benefits in Cariboo, a sign of the increasing respectability awarded to popular players. In 

1867 Professors H e m  and Endt gave a benefit performance for the Cariboo Hospital at the 

Crystal Palace Saloon that attracted "a large and respectable audien~e."~ They perfonned sleight 

of hand tricks, card and boctie tricks, and demonstrations of ventdoquism. and the proceeds went 

entirely to charity. Such performances would not have ken associated with a respectable 

audience in communities farther south, particularly not in 1867. But it is difficult to say whether 

this is an example of an itinerant player actively seeking respectability or an example of audiences 

welcoming the popular as a respectable form of entenainment, by asking or encouraging ail 

perfomers to give benefits. 

Benefits had k e n  associated with the growth of respectable entertainment in English 

music halls, as music halls gaioed legitimacy. In û seme they can therefore be seen as markers of 

respectability. As the "old constraints were dissolving, and the public face of leisure grew 

increasingly unabashed" in England,2-' similarly the constraints on what was 'respectable' also 

dissolved. Music halls coukl gain legitimacy by holding benefit concerts, for example, and 

2'~eter Bailey, ed., Music Hall: The Business of Pleasure (Milton Keynes: Open 
University Press, 1986), 4 1. 

%e Cariboo Sentinel, October 17 1867,3. 

U~e te r  Bdey, " 'Rational Recreation': The Social Control of Leisure and Popular Cuiture 
in Victorian Enghd, 1830-1885" (PhD dissertation, ül3C, 1974). 147. 
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encouraging audiences to attend for a good cause. But at the same time, British theatre-goers had 

beeo taught that anyihiag pleasant was wrong, Peter Bdey asserts? Thus there was 

understandably increasing conhsion about what kind of entertainment was respectable, but it 

seems clear that benefits provided a reason to attend a performance. That is, if audiences stin held 

reservatiom about going to see a show - if leisure was still sornehow thought to be immoral or 

even illegitimate - then the benefit show provided a moral excuse for attendance. In Cariboo. 

benefits for the library, the hospital or individual fvniles were a way to legitimize almost any fonn 

of entertainment. 

Mixed performances, with magicians and minstrels (amateur and professional) and 

amateur actors on the same stage, demonstrate "how difficult it is to draw arbitrary lines between 

popular and font culture" as Lawrence Levine asserts throughout his book miieh Browl Low 

Brow? The integration of different performances, or the legitimization of wizards and dancing 

girls on stages in the C X ~ ~ O O ,  "should bring into serious question Our tendency to see culture on a 

vertical plane, neatly divided into a hierarchy of inclusive adjectival categories such as 'high,' low,' 

'pop,' 'mass,' 'folk,' and the like."26 Levine argues that the categories themselves are false, and 

hrther, that the categories did not exist in the nineteenth century. 1 wouid argue that 

performances were indeed categorized in the nineteenth century and that hîgh and low, or 

legitirnate and popular performances, were sepamted to a point in larger frontier towns. In 

Cariboo, where the stages were limited and where the highest priorities were to demonstrate 

community permimence, and to demonstrate that Cariboo could support entert-ents "as good 

25~awrence W. Levine, Hinh BrowLow Brow: The Emereence of Culnual Hierarchv in 
Amerka (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1988 j, 30. 



as any in the colony,"*' both high and low culture was welcomed and the distinction between the 

two was obscured. In the process of accepting travelling variety troupes alongside their 

legitimate amateur association, the Cariboo was sheddiiig its coloaiahm. Cariboo audiences, 

hungry for entertainment but yearning , too, for s i p  of stability and progress, welcomed new 

Fom. Rather than deplorhg them for their mas appeal and saloon hall o ~ ~ .  they embraced 

them. 

Pauhe Johnson's bief tour of the Cariboo in 1903 was the or@ outside entertainment 

that had k e n  through the communities, probably since the 1870's. when the last recorded 

travelling troupe was the McGinley Variety Troupe who performed at the theatre in June and July 

of 187 1 ." The amateurs were no longer performing reguiarly by 1872, and the newspaper 

stopped publication in 1875. There may have been performances in the theatre after this point, 

but the closing d o m  of The Cariboo Sentinel and the subsequent lack of information about 

cultural activities in Barkende was indicative of the death of the community. 

Quesnel, however, contiaued to grow in the early twentieth century. The entertainments 
* 

of Quesnel were an extension of those that had ken  popular in Barkerville, although the reliance 

on English drama was clearly fading. The tom, which has also k e n  called Quesnelle and 

Quesnellemouth (separate from the community of Quesnelle Forks), did not have a theatre 

building until 19 14. But the Occidental Hotel had been built by 1882 and it was the site of much 

of Quesnel's early entertainment? The Occidental had a ballroom, billiard tables and of course, 

liquor. Photos showing festive events in Quesnel, such as dances, baseball matches, billiards and 

ariboo Sentinel, October 6 1869,2. 

29~ranwen C. Patenaude, Because of Gold ... (Quesnel: Big Counuy Printers Ltd., 198 1), 
5. 
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May Day celebrations ail seem to be taken in and around the O~çidental.~~ According to Branwen 

Patenaude, the bdkoom m the Occidental hotel provided space for social events." The "New" 

Occidental Ho tel was built in 19 1 1, and a Grand B a l  was held on Victoria Day, May 24 19 1 1, to 

commemorate the ~pening.'~ The Queen's Birthday was celebrated as jo yously in Quesnel at the 

tum of the century as it was in Barkede  in the 1860's. But it also appears, from photos and 

hom descriptions and dates of the celebrations, that Quesnel celebrated May Day and Victoria 

Day together. They crowned a May Day Queen and held a parade on May 24, combinmg 

festivities. This celebration appears to have continued up into the 1920's. Throwing more than 

one holiday together in the interests of more merry-making seems to have ken a popular idea 

throughout the Cariboo. 

The Victoria Day and May Day festivities celebrated British institutions in much the same 

way as Barkerville feted the Queen, and Mother England, 50 years earlier. But other popular 

entertainments and festivities, such as horse racing, cards, dancing, and biïliards seem to have 

been more common in Quesnel. Entertainments that featured speed, liquor, and gambling were 

gaining prominence. Billiard tables were everywhere, and appear in most photos of saloons and 

banquet halls in Quesnel in the early 1900's. While billiards was oHen a saloon hail entertainment, 

a two story building was constructed in 191 1 that housed the masonic lodge on the upper floor 

and a biiiiard h d  below it. Patenaude asserts that the preaiises of the billi;ud hall also doubled for 

social events." Thus the hail was a place of entertainment and of community fratemity. Gordon 

30~uesnel and District Museum and Archives, photo collections, show the Occidental as 
the entertainment centre of the towa. 

3 2 ~ ~ e s n e i  Archivai collection, M 195 8-250, "Occidentai Hotei, Quesnei." 



EiIiot suggests, moreover, that community events and "more formai parties" develo ped wirh the 

arriva1 of what he calls "respectable ladies" in Cariboo." This rnight explain the need for a billiard 

hail and community space that was not primarily a saloon. 

The establishment of amateur dramatics developed more slowly in Quesnel. The Ren 

Theatre, Quesnel's fmt moving picture house, upened in 1914, but amateur theatricals were not 

organized uniil the 1930's." Patenaude asserts, however, that several local groups presented 

shows in the Rex Theatre prior to 1939. and Gordon EIliot conhm this: 

... on July 25, 1914 Alexander T. Windt opened his aew Rex 
Thea tre.... Windt was especiaüy liberal with his theatre. He removed 
the seats when anyone wanted to use the building for a dance .... The 
building was used for meetings, musical evenings, lectures, travelling 
musicians and for theatricals, and after the Occidental Hotel was closed 
to entenaining, the theatre became the community hall." 

The Cariôoo Drarnatic Association's fkst annual festival was held in 1939 at the legion hall in 

Quesnel, however, and not in the Rex Theatre. 

An intriguing photo of a miastre1 show in Quesnel, that is not dated but appears to be 

from the early 1900ts, demonstrates r willing acceptance of American theatrical forms. The 

miastrels may have been performing in the Occidental. or perhaps in the Rex Theatre. The photo 

shows a group of local men in blackface, and behind them the British flag, a longstanding sign of 

colonial dependence even after Codederation, is promiaently displayed. The scene aptly 

demonstrates a community with British roou incorporating a popular Americm entenainment 

(see Figure 4.2). The costumes and blackface caricature of the members of the show seem out of 

N~ordon  R Eiliot, Barkerville. Ouesnel and the Cariboo Gold Rush. 2nd Edition 
(Vancouver: Douglas & Mchtyre, 1978), 67. 



Figure 4.2 

Quesnel Minstrels (courtesy of Quesnel and District Museum and Archives) 



place with the British tlag in the background. One woaders if the Cariboo Minstrels in 

Barkerville, performing decades earlier, wouid have appeared as incongnious as these 

The Quesnel Amateur Players developed out of the Cariboo Dramatic Association in the 

1930's. Their repenory appears to have ken  composed of light comedies and one-act plays, with 

a heavy English influence. Notably, EUiot daims that the Quesnel amateurs "held steadfastly to the 

idea that the legitimate stage is of importance to a Canadian culture," and he seems to imply that 

the amateurs therefore perfonned legitimate' British theatricals." By the 1940's, other Cariboo 

communities were performing in the Cariboo Drama Association's festivals. The Williams Lake 

Dramatic Club perfonned the old British farce, Box and Cox by LM. Morton, and the Prince 

George Little Theatre and the WeUs Dramatic Society also performed in the festival in the early 

1940's." Thus, amateur dramatic societies did develop in Cariboo, after the demise of 

Barkerville's Cariboo Amateur Dramatic Association around 1875. But it took more than 50 

years for theatre to reappeu, and the interim years seem to have ken  filled with many other 

fonns of entertainment, such as banquets and dances, billiyds and horse raciag . 

The importance of Quesnel's vacied social scene, from appronimately 1900 into the 1940's, 

lies in the growth of festivals and celebratioas that did not necessarily emulate Britain or the 

United States, but rather, appeared to incorporate both forms. Quesnel's entertaiaments 

developed out of what had k e n  happening in Barkende, but the development of theatre took 

much longer in Quesnel. Thus the post-colonial Cariboo, represented by Quesnel, was a society 

''~uesnzl ;\rchit.d collection, Fiic #Ml32 to 3383-4. The programme for .9pd 28 h t r  
the other dramatic societies;wNe no date D hted on the programme it appears to be m the early 
1940's. 
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that t d y  did not recognize boundaries between the legitimate and popular entertainments. Social 

events such as balls, bilüards, and horse racing gained prominence but they were not compared to, 

nor separated from, more legitimate entenaiuments. Furthemore, even though Eliiot suggests 

that Quesneh amateur association was repeating the strains of legitimacy that the CADA had 

been attempting to achieve in Barkerviile, the separation of types of entertainment is not at al1 

clear in Quesnel. In the 1930's and 1940's, the Cariboo Dramatic Association founded in Quesnel 

had very few pretensions about what ii was presenting. 

Had the community of Barkerville s u ~ v e d .  the lines between high and low culture may 

have been completely eroded as they appear to have been in Quesnel. Thus distinguishing between 

types had reaily become unnecessary in the Cariboo by 1940. As h a  ken  asserted earlier in this 

chapter, however, some distinction between high and low culture did exist in the Cariboo before 

1871 and 1 would argue that the minllig up of difCerent fonns of entertainment, the combining of 

celebrations, and the growing enthusiasm for sporthg events, parades and bi?liards dl led to a new 

cultural frontier in the Cariboo. It is more difncult to distinguish specitic forms of spectacle or 

theatre in Quesnel precisely because the lines between types were clouded. In post-colonial 

Cariboo, American and British traâitions were king molded to fit the character of Cariboo 

society. While it is debatable whether or not this led to somethg uniquely Canadian, it certainly 

led Cariboo culture away kom solely transplanted forms of entertainment. It led Cariboo 

audiences to a diversity of spectacles, from a British-American miastre1 show, to the crowning of 

a May Day Queen on Queen Victoria's birthday. 



Conclusion 

Theatricals and other cultural performances were signifant components in the 

development of Cariboo society d u h g  the gold rush. After 1890, as gold rush communities 

became ghost t o m ,  newer communities such as Quesnel continued to produce hybrid 

performances that incorporated Amencan and British duences. Into the mid-twentieth century, 

Cariboo culture remained infiuenced by the gold rush towns that had reiied upon entertainmeats 

to create stabüity and a sense of permanence. And today, theatricals are still an important marker 

of gold rush society, as theatre and other entertainments continue to be utilized at the historic 

townsite of Barkerville. Cultural institutions and theatricals were key elements of early gold rush 

society in the original Cariboo communities. They continued to be of importance to communities 

that survived beyond the gold rush, and they are still king incorporated at the heritage site today. 

There are some problems, however, in the uses of drma to interpret the past at the 

Barkendie historic town site. There is, and possibly always will be, a struggle between providing 

historically accurate information, and providing entertainment to tourists. The challenge is how to 

make history entertaining. Theatre is used as a way to present the past in more exciting ways, but 

it also needs to attract revenue to the site, and h ü o n  as an educational tool. Shows presented 

on the stage of the reconstructed Theatre Royal must be enter twg,  first and foremost, but they 

shodd also have an educational component, and they should try to be historicdy accurate. 

Simüarly, costumed actors who walk the streets of Barkerville must be able to explain the history 

of the t o m  when asked, but they &O attempt to provide amushg vignettes for tourists to enjoy. 

These Dvni-dramas are meant to give audiences and tourists an idea of what the t o m  might have 

been iike in the pst.  Clearly, though, they cannot be historically accurate: we do not know what 

Judge Begbie said every day and at every court case. We do not know if Miss Florence Wilson 



had arguments with the barber, W.D. Moses. The goal of the interpreters and actors on-site is to 

provide a hypothetical situation, that uses the historical information available, to recreate a feel for 

the town and people of the past. Whether or not this is a successful or meaningN way to 

iaterpret history is still an issue of debate. But the fact that drarna can play a vital role in the 

newly-risen Barkervüle of the twentieth century is intriguing in and of itself. 

Chad Evans cnticized the Theatre Royal productions of 1976 and 1977. He argued that 

as entertainment, they were successfbl, but he also asserted that the shows presented historical 

stereotypes rather than attempting to present the past as it was: "we see rather clownish looking 

miners, we iaugh at the pnggish matron, and it is hoped, some of us lusi for the dance-hd girls."' 

His criticisms were of a government-subsidized theatre company that tried to present pieces 

loosely based on mid-nineteenth century dramatic taste. That is, the company presented 

vaudeville ambers, and magician shows, but no t the actual shows that were performed in the 

mid-nineteenth century. A Hurdy dance, a minsuel show, and magic acts were performed but the 

shows "deviated over the bounds of historicd integrit~."~ Evans suggested that the shows were 

cliches, not truiy representative of what would have ken  on stage at the time. The audience, he 

noted, loved it, since "they have not driven 500 d e s  to n1l their iives with anxiety. They prefer 

to derive comfort fkom the past, however rough it reaily was."' But to "the purist," as Evans 

'chad Evans and Barkerville staff, "Outhe for Historic Theatre at Barkende' ' 
(Barkenrille Archives, ole titled 'Theatre: Description": ad.), 43. Note: tbis information was written 
in 1976, and it later appeared in Evans, "Historic Theatre in British Columbia (1850-1900) and its 
Application ai  BarkeMUe and Fort Steele" (BC Pa&: His toric Pub and Sites Division. S e p t e e  1976). 
Page nubers and information quoted in this chapter are h m  "Part ïIk An Analysis of the Theairical 
Entertainment in Barkervilie with Recomrnendations ...." of the booklet in the archives that Evans worked on 
with Barkerville staff'. 

'chad EV~US, "Report: The Barkede,  Theatre Royal Production of 1977." (Barkende 
Archives, hie titied Theatre: History" j, 1. 

 vans and Barkerviile staff, "Outline for Historic Theatre," 44. 
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termed it, the shows strayed too far from historical reality: entertainment was the "sole criterion, 

and history is a necessary evil to the producer of such a show. Perhaps this is what the Park is. a 

place geared to the satisfaction of the populous at the expense of certain truths .... The theatre is 

perhaps the greatest contributer to this ignorance ...."4 

His suggestions were that a play script dkectly from the Victorian stages could be used, 

one that was performed in the Theatre Royal, but he achowledged that such a production would 

"bore a modem audience. Comic taste today is far removed from the quaint British taste of the 

mid-niwteenth century? Another alternative put forth by Evans was the "historical production; 

... a modem play or series of sketches written about the pasV6 The advantages to this wouid be 

that the show would uistruct audiences about eveats whiie stiU interpreting artistically. 

Docudrama "usuaily de& with the historical plight of a group of people," according to Evans, 

and so "Barkervilie's history provides suitable the me^."^ Theairical entertainment in Barkenrille 

"should exhibit this idea of people grouping together against a hosule environment" and tourists, 

then, should feel they are there for the purpose of "sharing their humanity, not strictly for fun.'t8 

This mode1 would perhaps illustrate the nineteenth-century community's efforts to create a 

civilized society, in put  by organizing theatricak, more effectively. 

Docudrama is essentially what the theatre productions in Barkerviile offCr today. Taylor- 

Wood Productions put on entertainmg shows, with a dash of historical interpretation, but they are 

4~vaos, "Repon: The Barkede,  Theatre Royal Production of 1977, " 3. 

 vans and BarkeMUe SM, "Outline for Historic Theatre," 45. 

%id. 

%id.. 46. 

"id., 47. 
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doing what Evans suggested in the mid-1970's: presenting plays and sketches about the past, but 

not presenthg shows from the past. Pat Taylor, CO-owner of the production company, suggests 

that sometimes " history has to be larger than We" for audiences, iargely composed of tourists and 

children, to appreçiate it. The company acknowledges that they are able to take a lot of creative 

ticense, in this format, even though Taylor says "we don't cheat on hist~ry."~ The key aspect of 

the shows is interpreiation rather than historical accuracy, aithough historicai stories are ponrayed 

within the skits. The performances are therefore not historicdy accurate, in that they are aot 

what a mining auàience would have seen, but they achieve the aims of amusement and instruction, 

and thus successfully entertain tourist audiences. 

The current theatre building generally follows another of Evan's suggestions, which was 

that the theatre should not be too large or too cornfortable. as this wouid portray the theatre as n 

place of too much historicai importance. He argwd that: "any seme of community, of the insular 

society of old Barkervüle struggling for sunrival, would be losi in a larger theatre."1° Increasing 

the size of the theatre to satisfy more tourists "couM only make an amusement show of 

Biukerville by stresshg the good or days at the expense of its former reality."lL 

A l  three possibilites for theatricals at B a r k e d e  today are somewhat hwed. Presenting 

the shows that the &ers would have seen -- English cornedies, British ballads, domestic drmas, 

and professors' ventdoquist tricks -- would probably, as Evans argued, bore today's tourists. And 

if entenainment was the focus m miniag society, then perhaps entenainment should be the focus 

today as weil, and some creative liceme is therefore justined. But docudrama, sketches about the 

' ~ a t  Taylor, presentation to History 407 UNBC students, June 1996, Barkerville Historic 
town-site. 



past, give a skewed and one-sided interpretation of mid-nineteenth century gold rush society, and 

rely on modem humour and audience mteraction to both amuse and instruct. Docudrama also 

confuses history, theatre, and interpretation: acton are in peciod costume, but sometimes speak 

to the audience "in" 1997, and the drama on stage does not reflect the drama of the period, 

although the costumes and the theatre building itself are 'in the past.' Furthemore, the shows use 

theatre to interpret nobtheatrical history. Drarna is hamessed to the history of a few individuals, 

to the history of mining techniques, and to other aspects of Barkerville's history. And finally, 

performing modemized vaudeville and re-wntten dramas, as almost-accurate depictions of the 

shows of 1865, is ais0 problernatic. particularly because the idea of stepping into the past and 

seeing what the miners saw is not actually what is happening. 

At the same the ,  it seems clear that dramatiPng the history of the era has k e n  highly 

successful at the restored town-site. The mid-1970's shows that tried to put on vaudevillian 

numbers were popular, as are today's dramas. Tourists enjo y the shows, and effort is made to 

present some of the history of the gold rush without king overly pedantic. Perhaps, as David 

Peterson suggests, sites such as Barkede  "s houid no t present thernselves as time machiaes + 

.... Each historical instant is unique, and the attempt to duplicate the past is enough in itself to 

distin@h re-creation from history. It is brash indeed to assen that an entire historical culture can 

be revisited. " l2 Historical recreations are imperfect interpretations of the past, according to 

Peterson." if we accept that it is impossible to ce-produce the ps t ,  then dramatizations of the 

pu t  at Barkervüle should also be viewed as necessarily imperfect. If forms of theatre can bc 

12~avid Peterson, "There is no Living History, There are no T h e  Machines," &tory 
News 43 (September-October. 1988): 29. 



used to aid historical interpretion, then maybe it does not matter whether the drama itself is 

histoncaily accurate. Furthemore, as Peterson suggests, by facing up to the inherent limitations, 

maybe iiving history museums cm work as effective and popular tools of historical inquiry." 

The contiaued importance of theatre and culture in Barkerviiîe today lies ia their ability to 

provide a sense of shared comrnuaity, and to link audiences to the past. The "impulse to preserve 

the past," asserts Robert Hewison, is "part of the impulse to preserve the selt ... The past is the 

foundation of inciindual and collective identity, objects from the past are the source of 

signiticance as cultural symbol~."'~ Io his discussion of the heritage industry, Hewison addresses 

hentage centres much like Barkerville. He argues that "we polish up a history that has ken 

reselected and rewritten. The past is made more vivid than the present. It never rains in a 

heritage Nostalgia provides the "deep links that iden* a particular generation; 

nationaiiy it is the source of binding social myths." " Thus, 1 wodd argue, we use sites such as 

B a r k e d e  today to connect ourselves to a culture, to fom out own identity by looking to 

dramatized images of a community long gone and of cultural institutions also long gone. 

Culture anci entertainment played a role in the settling of the Cariboo region, and 

theatricals and other forms of entertainment assuaged colonists' lonehess by providing a f d a r  

social occasion. Cariboo comm~t ies  were b d t  upon unstable foundations, and the nature and 

aumber of cultural performances in the mid-nineteenth century retlect the colony's need for 

entertainments which would demonstrate a degree of social organization. of civiiization, and of 

Ls~obert Hewison, The He&= Industry 
. . 

: Britam m a Climate of Decline (London: 
Methuen, 1987), 47. 
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cultural stability. Out of these needs and desires, a cultural milieu developed which catered to 

gold rush society by incorporahg and adapting British and Amencan cultural Muences. The 

important role of culture in providing a sease of community, and indeed a sense of collective 

identit y, is s till king ref alled throug h cultural performances in Barkende today . Theatricals and 

other entertainments, appearing on stage and in saloons in the Cariboo region, are relevant 

avenues to understanding minllig society, and are stiIl king used to interpret the history of the 

region in the present. 
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